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Qvasthaatroyo viveka
AU~

I::t'TTR..,ODUOil'ION"

To

realise one"s

Brahma~n.,

there

own nature as non-dual

are many methods which are

usefully applied in Vedanta .

Though all these

lffiethods are included in only one methodology i. e.,

Adhyaropa & Apavada., among aU these methods
"the discrimination of the tribasic view of life
'<which is caned as Avasthaatraya Viveka is a Jem
~for

the aspirants to take a stand in one's own

>true nature directly arid immediately.

Sri Sri

Satchid..lnandendra Saraswati Swamiji has stated
tthis as "~~I5t~~~~I'Q1 ~~~" in his Sanskrit
introduction to the Mandukya Rahasya Vivritihi.
According to Shankara, the whole state including

macrocosm andmicrocdsm should be taken as an
adjunct to one's own true nature of being.

The

art of this taking a stand in one's own being
which is the substratum of the appearance and
disappearance of the dualistic state should

be

known through the teachings of Shastra and Gucu
only.

If once an aspirant has recognised this, he

will lose his identification with his individuality
and he remains directly as TUTiya i. e., non-dual
Brahman.

This is the speciality of this

tribasic

IV
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method ef life.
Here in this book four different viewpoints
of the three states waking dream and deep sleep
in consonance with the utterances of ShankaraBhashyas
first

and

three

insight

Shruti

chapters.

into

are
At

explained
first

I

in

the

got

an

this type of different viewpoints

hinted in Mandukya Rahasya Vivritihi written by
my revered Gurudev (as "~!t€{h::q"'l~~ ~e(~ 'T i
~~tt· . )·
By -c larifying these viewpoints the
student will get rid of all types of doubts
regarding the nature and the relationship between
the Avasthaas. And also he will take a stand in his
true nature of the Self as Turiya which is
absolutely free from the taint of Avasthaas.

To

take a stand in the ultimate Reality (truth), the
previous standpoints regarding the Avasthaas are
used as a ladder to climb up to the top of a
building.

This new vision of different standpoints

regarding Avasthaas will help the aspirants to
understand the secrets of the
the Upanishads at various places.
Due to want
misunderstood

the

teachings

of discrimination

we

of

have

non-dual Brahman itself as

three states. Waking, Dream and Deep sleep are
not events occurring in one time-series.
For,.
then they would be experienced as parts of one

v
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continuous state.
such.

There

But nobody experIences as
is

no

cause-effect relationship

among the states. They are mutually independent.
Strictly speaking each of the three states is a full
manifestation of Atman or Reality as otherwise,
we cannot explain

why

the

states

are

not

experienced in juxta-position of each other, or
why they are not externally connected by

time.

So it is absurd to say that the Avasthaas take
place in chronological order in time or that they
are side-by-side in space.

The very ideas of time

and space, though they appear to be infinite, are
restricted to a
dream.

particular

state of waking

or

In deep sleep there is nQ concept of time

or space.

But when we translate this direct

experIence of the intuition in the language of
waking intellect then only we say as 'there are
three states'.
Strictly speaking the triplicity

( fsre:r ) itself is

a delusion.

Though this is the

thing. for the purpose . of teaching, at first we
accept the states as three in number and start to
show

the different viewpoints regarding every

state.

This is the Adhyaropa of A vasthaas.

At

last. when the transcendental standpoint is shown
and the disciple takes his stand there then he
himself realises that there are no Avasthaas and
he himself remains as Turiya, because the Self is

VI
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ever devoid of all types of Avasthaas.
Avasthaas are

attributed

on

the Self

The
alone.

When this realisation takes place, then the
rescission or Apavada of the previous supposition
of the Avasthaatraya will be realised.
So, thjs
Avasthaaic method itself comes under the purview
of the methodology of Adh-y aropa & Apavada,
.
just like ()ther methods which appear In
the Upanishads.
In the fourth chapter I have discussed the
l1a ture of TuriY'a and also the significance of the
method of getting the Turiya according to the
teachings of Shankaracharya as interpreted by Sri
Satchidanandendra

( gft~)
like

Saraswati Swamiji.

Turiya

is not a fourth sta te a s usually understood,

Samadhi

(trance)

Sha nka ra' s

Bhashya,

substratum

of all

the

etc.

T uriya .
three

According
which
states

to

is

the

that

are

co nceived to be really existing owing to ignorance,
~

in rela tion to the illusory number three. said to
be the Fourth for the purposes of teaching alone
[ Maya-samkhya
Turiya·-~l'l.;j~~1
S1{)'QQ.
as
Shankara describes it].

It is only Real Atman as

the Upanishads expressly tell us.
atma'.

He is 'neti nety-

As Turiya is no avasthaa or state, so the

popular indentification of it with Samadhi
altogether unfounded.

This

has

is

been shown

VlI
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elaborately in the fourth chaptet of this book.
At first I

had sent these matters as the

answers to the queries of roy philosophic friend
Sri Manas Kumar Sanyal, Calcutta, who is an
ardent student of Shankara-Vedanta .and the keen
follower of the teachings of Sri Sri Satchida-

nandendra SaraswatiSwamiji .

So these were not

prepared with the intention of brjnging out in the
f-orm of a book~
this book-form.

But his enthusias1ll has resulted in
The answers of all the queries

sent by Sri Sanyal are typed by my friend Mr.

R.

B. Gopinatb, Bangalore. who is also an ardent
student of Vedanta. So I have to give credit to
Mr. Gopinath for his invaluable service.
The

reader

who

has

listened

to

the

Avasthaatraya Prakriya that is prevailing now
may feel a strange approach in this book but it
has to be pointed out that the teachings contained
. herein

are

very

much

consistent with

the

teachings of Sri Shankara and are in consonance
with the approach of Sri Sri Satchidanandendra
1

Mr. R. B. GopinQ!th also typed very nicely the subject
matters what I had dictated to him for preparing my
book ef.Teachrng of Brahman Through the Attributions

of Avidya and Maya" which has already been published
from

Calc;u tta.

pt"ospe·r ou.s -l ikh

May God grant him a long and

VIII
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Saraswati Swamiji
The aspirant has to feel
indebted to Sri Manas Kumar Sanyal for placing
this methodology in his hands.
I will be failing in my duty if I do not
appreciate the philanthropic attitude displayed by
the
Editor Sri Manas Kumar Sanyal.
I
congratulate

Oil

his successful attempt in under-

standing the subject and placing it to the readers
as welL
I pray to the Almighty Lord and Sri
Sadguru Maharaj to bless him and · the aspirants
with the realisation of Reality.
11th August, 1989
Bangalore.

DEV ARAO KULKARNI
1022, Anugraha, 8th Cross,
II Block, P.O. Banashankari
1st stage, Bangalore-560050

DEDICATED
TO
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SRI SRI SAT HIDANrtNDENDRA SARASWATI SWAMIJI

OF REVERED :MElWORY

-~~Ii3r~;£i ~ ~~r~m(pU ~ 1
~ ~ ~1~I~ffi flql~f@fU6¢M'J

(METHOD

OF

EXAMINATION OF THE

STATES OF CONSCIOUSl'lESS,

VI.Z .

DREAM & DEEP SLEEP )

THREE

W-AKI NG\

t-..-~-~~,

i
"The Vedantic method of Avasthaas assumes
nothing. entails no belief in authority and
aid of no special intuition.

seek~

the

It builds upon . the

fundamentals of human experience and insists that
all the three Avasthaas-the Waking. Dream & Deep

Sleep, should be investigated before we can light
upon the Absolute
festations

of

Reality underlying the mani-

life ... By

a

procedure

peculiarly

its own, it teaches us to look upon each of the
three states as a complete expression of Reality,
and then equating each of them to the other two,
arrives at the remarkable result that our Atman
as the Witnessing consciousness of all the three

states, is really the Highest Reality free from the t
::::ri:p::e~heu;::ee itil1:7rYth:ya:::::c:hi::d::~

i
~

standing. "

-Sri

Sri

Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji.

t

ti
~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

Qvasthaatcoyo viveko
( Method of examination of the three states of
consciousness, that is, waking, dream and deep
sleep states )

The un.ique:n.ess o f
Av-asthaasraya Vi'V'eka
Man's life, if taken in its totality, comprises
the three states of waking, dream and deep sleep.
If man wishes to arrive at Truth, he cannot afford
to take a partial view of life, giving predominance
to waking state alone.

The whole gamut of

human experiences are subsumed in these three
states alone. "~;qilijl;::4q ~tit'
~a;qft"~:EfioI i~
qq<:d: I" (-G. K. Bhashya-4/88).
-"There is
nothing beyond these three states to be known, for
all the postulates of different schools are comprehended in these." And hence taking into account
all these three states of consciousness alone will be
the comprehensive vision or outlook of life.
Vedanta takes the human experiences of all the
three states, viz, waking, dream and deep sleep to
arrive at its conclusion, so that they become Irrefutable and valid for all times.

No other system

4
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of philosophy except V edan ta bases its enquiry on
a comprehensive tri-basic view of life and the
principle of Universal acceptance.
Many people
are of opinion that through the valid mea-ns of
knowledge like perception (Pratyaksha), infer.ence ( Anumana ), elder's statement ( Aptavakya )
alone the examination of objects must be carried
out. But Shankara says that one should undertake
any inquiry by keeping the intuItIve experience
( Saakshi Anubhava ) alone, which exists in all
the three states of consciousness, viz., waking,
dream and deep sleep and which is the substratum for even the valid means of knowledge
( Pramanas ).
Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji has
given this peculiar outlook of conlprehensive
vision of life while explaining the tribasic method
of Vedanta i. e., A V ASTHAA TRA YA. For this
the reader is referred to the Sanskrit introduction
of Mandukya Rahasya ViViiritihi by Sri Swa miji.
Here he explains the whole range of life which is
divided into two parts:

That is Darshana Vritti

Avasthaa (_.the states of waking and dream wherein one sees something else) and Adar J hana
Vritti Avasthaa (-the state wherein one sees nothing), based on Shankara Bhashya, Mandukya-5.

n:

,,~
~
~~:O;:(i['d'4

.....&'~
~~>ltc:1ql~

~~

~enq

"
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-here Shankara treats both waking and dream as
dream since one misconceives Reality in either of
them.
In Upanishads the same method is taken as f-or
example in Kena Upanishad - 1/4, it is

said as

Vidlltl and Avidita ('~~ ~f~C{~) arf61~ffl
~ " ) ; Moorta and Amoorta in Brihadaranyaka2/3/1. ( 'i qJq ~~oil ~q ~o.+l€tT~s-q ," ).
The same thing is said in . Bh. Geeta -15/16,
as Rshara and Akshara (,~,fctm ~qf ~1~ ~~~~~(
~ :q " ) ; in Bhagavad Geeta· 13/12 as

Sat and

Asat ', ( '~"'I~i&ift qi ~ w=t ~ onn{:t~"6lt~ " ); as
Vyakta and Avyakta · in Bh. Geeta-8/18. ('aro~,..
'Qil~~'ffi;;qt ~T: ~lt€t~~(lilri"t ,") and V.yak.r ita and
Avyakrita in S; Bh.--2/1/27. ('i=lI+I~~~ ~~
~TCliffiQ~~~~ ," )~

Taking these both sides of life (i. e., .the whole
of life in all its manifested and unmanifested
forms ) and determining the truth is an important
thing in Veclanta.

All types of experience just as

common man's experiences, mystic experiences of
various Yogis, Upasakas and so on, are included in
Vyakta or Darshana Vritti Avasthaa.

And in

deep sleep, where there is no appearance of the
dualistic world, it is said ftom the standpoint of
waking state which is common to alL that the
dualistic world remains in the

seed~form,

meaning

-. 6
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that it disappears for the time being etc. It is an
undeniable fact that the-r e is no third category o.f
experience and this is called as A vyakta or Ac.lar-.
shana V ritti A vasthaa.
This is comprehensive
vision of life. This type of analysis of life is .not
based o.n any individual experience.
The individual experiences which are gained through effort~
are bound to time, space and causation factors, but
one's own Being which is the substratum of the
two states of Darshana and Adarshana Vritti Avas-

thaas, is clearly beyond the dualistic conditions
such as ~pace. time etc. On this firm ground of .
one~s own Being ( i. e., the Witnessing principle of
life) Shankara's Vedanta is built. Those who have
not noticed this pure Being are clearly unable to
understand Shankara's heart properly.
This methodology of the tribasic intuitional
experience-is enough to enable a true seeker to
take a stand in his true, essential nature of Being
or the Witnessing Self directly and immediately.
V ARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE A V ASTHAAS
The people at large do not have any idea about
the viewing of the Avasthaas from four different
view points. F or this purpose the various aspe.cts
of the three states are shown below:

THE UNIQUENESS OF THE · METHOD

a)

Waking

7

State~

(1) From

.

the

standpoint

of Physical

SCIence,
(2) From the standpoint of Psychology,
(3) From the standpoint of Religious
aspects,

(4) From the standpoint of Vedantic
aspect

or

the

standpoint of the

Witnessing principle of life.
b)

Dream

Sta.te~

(1) From the empirical standpoint,

(2) From the scriptural standpoint,
(3) From the standpoint of the Witness-

ing principle,
(4) From the standpoint of drea m itself.

c)

Deep sleep

State~

(1) From the standpoint of fatigue,
(2) From the standpoint of the seed-form
of the world and Vasanas,
(3) From the standpoint of causal

ignor-

ance,
(4) From the standpoint of the intuitive
experience of deep slee.p .
Now we shall discuss in detail the various
standpoints in subsequent chapters.

O:H:AFTE:RJ- :1.

FOUR
I.

ASPEG~S

OF WANING SCJ'ACJ'E

From the standpoint of pbysical (i. e., matirial) Science:
Commonly man assumes that the world or

the Universe is existing and I am also existing In
this world.
From this standpoint. one starts
understanding the truth 2 bout the outer world.
For this. rna n relies on his sense organs mind etc.
The process of material science runs in three
ways, i. e., experiment, observation and inference
l

for the verification of the objects.

In this way,

modern science has discovered so many wonderful
things. such as useful machines etc.
To discover
the truth of outer objects by using so many
methods. now science has come to the conclusion
that the electrons, protons and neutrons are the
basic units for all things in the world and hence
the creation. In this way investigation on the
animate beings has resulted in the discovery that
the underlying principle of animate beings
cells, genes etc.

is

By this, they have started a new

type of genetic science.

To the

q~estion

where-

from do the things like the nucleus, electrons, the

FOUR ASPECTS OF WAKING STATE
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cells, the genes etc., are produced, the scientists
have no answer and they explain it away by saying that they are there naturally.

Then naturally

for these things to function the apriori concepts
of time and space are required.

Then if they are

further questioned as to how time and space have
come into existence then they dismiss it a way by
s3.ying that these questions are concerhed to metaphysics.

In other words, they admit that these

questions are beyond their sphere.

All these are

the barest description of the material scie.nce
which pertains to the outer things alone.
Some thinkers of metaphysics hold the view
t:h3.t all the above said Universe is regulated
time, space and causation factor.

by

So these people

have started to think over the nature of time
space --- what is time, _and what is space?

In

and
brief~

t::here a re three types of opinions :
i)

'Space' means the distance which is there

between two things, and the 'Time' means the
intervening
( events ).
ii)

period

between

two

occurrences

Some hold the view that the above con-

tention is wrong. because to assert 1, 2, 3, etc.,
there must be the space or time which continues
eternally.

For example, things which are side by

side or existing in space can be called 1, 2, 3, etc.

AVASTHAATRAYA VIVEKA
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Here the things are in the space.

So the existence

of the space is not proved through the things. But
the space is the substratum for the things to exist.
Then only we will be a bIe to count the things as 1,
2,3_>etc. The same principle will have to be applied
to the time factor also i. e., without the substratum
of time, there will be no counting of series of
events.
iii)

Thus the above contention is not correct.
Some other Western philosophers say

that the concept of time and space are the apriori
notions of . the

mind-meaning, whenever the

function of the mind starts inevitably it starts
with the notion such as time, space and causation
etc.

The mind holds the view that .the time-space

factors are eternal. Hence we ca nnot know 'the
Thing in itself' ie .. how the world and the mind
·are there without these concepts of time & space.
The conclusion drawn here is mental concepts.
And. there is another view also.

From this stand-

point they say that time, space and causation and
the outer things are all connected one with other
relatively.
world.

Here there is no absolute thing in this

This is the theory of relativity.

And

they infer that apart from this phenomenon of
the world which is totally in the relative field
there may be "Noumenon" ( absolute principle)
and it may be the God (=the great Geometer).

It

FOUR ASPECTS OF WAKING STATE

This final conclusion is drawn by Einstein.
All these types of thinkings regarding metaphysics do not provide final conclusion regarding
the wor1d with time . space and causation.

II

From the standpoint of Psychology:
These people have

shifted their field

of

enquiry from the outer world to the knowing
mind . They study the nature of the mind and the
kinds of thoughts etc.
Here a Iso probably they
eX1mine the minds of other people and animals.
This is the study of objective mind. Just as one's
own mind is evident through direct intuition,
others mind is not so evident directly but can
conly be inferred.

Through these inferenceS they

have classified them (nature of mind etc.) as
child psychology. animal psychology etc.

In this

t:heory, they hold the view that the mind itself is
conSCIousness.

They also have to accept the con-

cepts of time, space, causation to determine the
nature of the mind.

Even though it is useful in

our daily life providing

relief from mundane

problems, yet they are unable to determine the
real nature of time, space, causation and
. world.

the

AVASTHAATRAYA VIVEKA
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III. From the standpoint of rei igious aspeets :
The .religious ideas say that there is a Soul
i.e., Jiva.

He who owns the body, mind and the

senses is this Jiva.

This Soul is capable of con-

trolling the mind, sense organs and the

body.

And that this Soul is quite different from this
gross body.

Being a doer, he has to reap the con-

sequences of his actions, good or bad, in this
world or in other worlds.
Probably these beliefs

ar~

based on the utter-

ances of various scriptures like Veda,
Granthasahib, Bible, Kuran etc.

Puranas,

These ideas are

more subjective than the above two views.

Here

also they accept the existence of many Souls, and
an existence of God, quite separate from

the

world and the Souls, as the creator, sustainer and
destroyer of this Universe.

When they say that

the doer has to reap the fruits of his own actions,
they automatically accept the concepts of time.
space and causation,

In this viewpoint also the

final conclusion regarding the real nature of the
world, time, space and causation is not possible.

IV. From the standpoint of Vedanta:
In Vedanta Shastra, it is said that the whole
Universe is restricted to the waking state.

To

FOUR ASPECTS OF WAKING STATE
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the phenomenon of the Universe is

divided into three planes;

-T he Divine plane- the sun, the mOOD, the
planets, billions of stars etc., and also other worlds.·
like heaven etc.-this group is called as divine
plane or Aadhidaivika prapancha.
i)

The Material plane-the material world
which is the conglomeration of the five elements space (akasha), air, fire . water and earth, all
inventions of material science, the physical 1:0dies
of all creatures etc., - this group is called as material
plane or Aadhihhoutika prapancha.
Ii)

The Corporeal plane - the body, the vital
force, organs of action, sense organs, the mind, the
intellect, feelings of sufferings and enjoyments and
including the 'I-sense' or Me-notion j. e., the idea
of r - thisgroup from body to ego is called as
corporeal plane or Aadhyaatmika prapancha.
iii)

The ideas of infinite time, space, causation
are also to be included in the phenomenon of the
Universe.
According to the Vedanta the whole of the
above said Universe with all its multiplicity together with the concepts of infinite time, space and

AVASTHAATRAYA VIVEKA
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ca usa tion is restricted to the waking state alone.
Thus Sri Shankara explains the nature of the
Universe itself in his Sutra Bhashya-l/l/2. as
follows ~
..... this Universe that is manifested
through name
~~~ftl( ),

and form ('8f~~ ~: ;:n~q'f+~

that is associated with diverse agents

and experiences ('~~~mCRI~~~'), that proc:

vides the support for actions and results having
well-regulated space. time and causation ( 'mffl;:p.:{~
~:f)~~fl:Rtf~lqmJ~~~)

and

that

defies

an

thoughts a bout the real nature of its creation
( '~rfq

3lFI...<~~:q;t1~q~'

) .... ,:1 •

Whenever the waking state appears, all the
a bove said phenomenon appear simultaneously or
co-eva!.

The Witnessing principle of life i. e .• the

Self which is beyond Me-notion is the substratum
of the appearance of waking state.

The aspirant

has to realise that 'as I am the witness of the waking
state ( including the 'Me-notion' ), in me the waking state occurs',
dream state.

This is same as in the case of

Before the occurrence of the dream,

one's own being is there ( in deep sleep), and in
that being the whole dream state occurs, with its
all phenomena as described for the waking state
such as the divine plane, material plane, corporeal
plane
etc.

the concepts of time.

space,

causation ·

The waking also is to be observed as the

FOUR ASPECTS OF WAKING STATE

same case.
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When the aspirant observes this, at

the time of observation he takes his stand in his
true nature of the .Witnessing principle of life and
loses the wrong identification with the waking ego
as well as with the dream ego . As this Being is
not only the substratum of the waking Btate but
there is no other source for this waking state
apart from this Being also. Hence the conclusion
that arises is that pure Being itself appears in the
garb of waking state without forfeiting his true
nature. So this form is described as 'V AISHV AANARA

PADA'

Mantra No.-3.

(cl~Cl1~ qlC{) in Mandukya
Here the Atman is called Vai-

shvaanara and it is described as having seven limbs
( the divine plane is the head; the sun is the eye:)
fire the mouth; space the waist; water as the
bladder; and the earth as the feet) and 19 mouths
( five organs of actions, five sense organs, five
praanas or vital forces, four forms of antahkarana
i.e., Manas, Buddhi, Chitta and Ahankaara),
because He is the Witnessing principle of all the
Universe consisting of the knower, means of
knowledge and the object of knowledge, encompassed by the waking state.
An objection is raised here by the Bhashyakara that the Self who is the innermost and beyond
the "I-notion' ( i. e., the individual Self), how do

AVASTHAATRAYA VIVEKA
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all these concern to him?

(or belong to him?),

because the Self is restricted to a particular body.
For this objection Shankara replies in his
Bhashya thus:

".lfSl ~")lsr:

; ~~ ~q5:~ Brf~"~f~~ ~~+r.=rr

T.lg~qJ=~~ fer~Q(6I'I~ I ~~"i:( ufu ~S1q~:q1"
q~ an;:~mBfu.: I ~~~~"i:( an~T Q.c6t~~:
~~l ; ~l!.ffif;:{ "i:( anc+tfu ,.... ~m fu: ~
qf(~~n:t Q.q ~~rrr~T Bi~f~~q ~~: ~~;

~~ f ~

Bfu

\3lg:~mma- ~....::>fuc!iffi feriJ~T;=( ~~ ,.... "

[ Mandukya Bhashya-31The meaning of this Bhashya st·3 .tement is that
"all the dualistic phenomena of the whole waking
state including the Divine plane should be taken
as a n adjunct to the innermost Self (and not the
individual Self with the limiting adjunct of the
body and senses is referred to here).

By this one

can sublate or falsify the waking state and realise
the non-dual nature of the Self and he can see all
the creatures in him and in all the creatures himself.
cri bed

This type of non-dual nature which is desIn

Upanishads

(Isha - 6)

and

Geeta

( - 6/29 ) will be realised only by taking the Self
i. e., the Witnessing Atman as conditioned by the
associate of the whole phenomenon to the waking
state.

Then only this right vision of non-dual

realisation takes place.

It is on this supposition
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alone that he can be

identified

as
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Brahaman

really. the conditioning Universe being shown to
be only an appearance.

Otherwise jf we hold the

view that the Self is separate in each body, then

we will come to the conclusion of the Ka.pila
Sankhya doctrine which isa sophisticated dualism.
And if it' be so taken, Advaita- the unique teachof the Shrutis would be missed.'"

From this stand-

'p ointVooant:a disce£ns the ·nature of the Universe
:a:s Brahman.

When one does not know the true

nat:u['e of Brah.m an me mistakes the Bocahman as
t:be Universe.

How to J'·e alise tile true nature.of Brahman
To realise the true nature of Brahman here

adopted. according to the
nllethodology of Vedanta i. e., Superimposition .and
steps

ftiv.e
.D

are

••

.oeSClSs~on. ·

Ela bol"atin~ the sup elC imposed waking :sta fie

i)
as a

whole- the superimposed factors (i.

Vaishvana":a.pada .etc~

and

) are first described in a precise

oompce:hensi~e manner:. ~

ii)

e."

as depicted above.

Pointing out the true nature of the Self

as beyond th·e waking stare and bereft of the

waking state and untouched by the waking state
on the firm ground of the comprehensive vision of
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life based on Universal acceptance i. e., by
discriminative
analysis
of
'constancy
and
varia bility' i.

e., by noting the continuity of

persistence of the Atman in all the three states as
the residual factor ( Anvaya ) and adventitious &
ephemeral nature of the waking state, the not-self,
as the differentiating factor ( Vyatireka ).
iii)

The Self is the substratum of the waking

state and there is no other source apart from this
true nature of the Self for the waking sta te i. e.,
the very existence of the waking state itself is
borrowed from the true nature of the pure Eeing
which is the Self.

So there is no independent

existence of the waking state a part from the

Self~

This is evident for all that one's own being is
continuing in deep sleep state bereft of waking
state, whjle there is no experience as such apart
from

one~s

own being, of the existence of the

waking state.

Hence the waking state is mere

appearance -and the Self is the essence and only
the truth.
iv)

Whenever the waking state occurs in the

Self, it is pervaded by the Self completely just as

Fo-r details about this Anvaya-Vyatireka Tarka, the

t:eader is referred to my book,. KDirect Means of
Self-knowledge" .
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the Vinayaka ( nUi:it or ~~ ) that appears in the
clay ( i. e., which is made up of clay) is fully
pervaded by the clay.

When one

sees this

all-pervasiveness' of the Self, then for him the
waking ,s ta teis falsified.
v) The firial stage is the firm conviction that
ihe all-pervading consciousness is the only Reality.
At this time the aspirant intuits the non-dual
nature of Brahman as his own Self.

When we

discriminate the waking state and its substratum
i.

e.,

the

Self and draw

the

judgement

or

conclusion as said above, we will realise that even
when we had taken the view that there is the
world and there is the Self-only the non-dual
Self remains.

In the example of the Vinayaka

made of clay mentioned above, the clay and the
Vinayaka are not two separate entities, the clay
itself is appearing in , the

form of Vinayaka.

Hen-ce. the clay is non-dual one even though it
appears in the form of Vinayaka.

Similarly the

Self appears in the fo[,m of waking state without
undergoing any change in his true nature.
So
t:here is no real distinction such as the Self is one
and' the waking state is the second.
is non-dual one.

So the Self

All these discriminating activities pertain to
t:he 'Me-notion alone.

When we have lost the

20
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identification with the 'I-notion' and take a stand
in the true na turc. of our Being, then there IS no
complaInt regarding the word or concept of
waking state. At this stage, we will realise the
non-duality of the Self.
For this purpose

Vaishvaanaratva ( ~~~~ ) is attributed in Self
1. e., to remove the notio1,1 of individuality the
Vedanta has attributed the Vaishvaanarahood to
the Self.

After that, pointing out the non-dual

na ture of the Self, the previous attribution of
Vaishvaanarahood is also removed.

At this stage,

the Va ishvaa na ra himself remains as Tur i ya
( S~l~ ).
This IS saId by Shankar a In thIS.
connectIon.

'When one cognlses that the whole

wakIng' state resides

in

me,

and

I

am

the

substratum of the waking world, then he will
realise the non-dual nature of the Self as well as
th€ cession of the waking world'-

"~
:q
~fu
~ef~~
B"eI~~:qTOO tJJt) ~g:
~1f(,
:qT~+r~

I"

[ Mandukya Bhash'ya-3 ) The Vedantic vIewpoint IS most subjectIve
and

relIed

on

comprehensive
conclusIon

that

the UnIversal
VISIon
arises

of

acceptance

and

Hence

the

life.

through

this

method
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All other SCIences do not

ha ve this idea of the WitnessIng principle of life
whIch is the substratum of the whole waking
state. So this fourth vIewpoint of examining the
waking state, from the -standpoint of Vedantic
teachIng, is quite unIque one.

O:a:APTE~-II

FOUR ASPEGGJ'S OF DREAM
I.

S~A~E

Dream state from the empirieal i. e., waking
standpoint :
Everyone thinks that 'I am in this

world; I

work here ; after sometime I will get tired and so
I go to sleep to take rest, and in sleep, I get dream
occasionally; when I wake up I remember the
dream

and so

the dreams are

appearances due

to

only

illusory

Vasanas and so on.'

In

Vedanta, this view IS first accepted and described
as follows;
According

to Vedanta.

the heart IS

the

resIdence of our mInd, and the brain is the office
room from which it acts and deals with all the
transactIons of daily life.

When we wake up., the

mInd comes to the brain and takes all the sense
organs and the body in its possession and starts
da ily transactions.

When body and senses are

tired, then mind wants to take rest and thus one
wants to go to sleep.

Here, the mind withdraws

all the faculties of the sense organs such as seeing,
hearing etc., and slowly it starts descending from
braIn to heart, which IS its residence.

It descends
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Nadis.
This is said in Briha. Upanishad--4/3/20 and In
Prasna Upanishad, it is described in fourth prasna
that the mind withdraws along with all "the faculties of sense organs and descends through Nadis.
While descending from braIn to heart, in the
'middle the mind is forcibly stopped by other·Nadls
car1!ying juices such as blue, whIte. pink, green etc.
W"ben the mind gets Into thIS obstacle, it stops In
the mIddle --In between the brain and the heart.
In Patanjala Yoga Shastra, it IS saId that at thIS
pOInt the mind remains In the region of the neck.
They hold the VIew that, dream takes place when
the mInd comes in this region.
In Kaivalya
Upanishad also it is described in a similar manner.
When the mInd is thus stopped, the Impressions
start emergIng.
In this stage, the mind starts
throwing images according to impressions.
ThIs
IS
described In Prasna Upanishad-4/5 and
Brihadaranyaka - 4/3/9 to 20.
When the red juice which IS endowed wIth
sunlight ( Sourena Tejasa), comes out of the Nadl
which is called Pitta it overwhelms an other
Nadis. In thIs stage. the dream ceases to exist.
When mind is released from the clutches of
V, a sanas by the above event then it goes to the
heart and it enters in Puritat (!J~) i. e., the

through subtle nerves which are called
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cover of the heart and then it .goes in the middle
part of the heart where there is a space of the
area of thumb.
When the mind reaches this

Hridayaakaasha (

~~:{l ),

the space of the heart,

then it merges. This is called as 'deep sleep'.
is the process of going to sleep from the

This

wakIng

via dream ( Refer 'Prasna-4/6, Briha-4/3/20 and
Sutra Bhashya - 3/2/7').

When the mind merges,

then the Jiva or the Soul remains in his true
nature of Brahman and this is also described in
Br:lhma-Sutra
Bhashya - 3/2/7- 'i{&f
~
31,,'Nlfit
~ft€R~"1{ I
SometImes, when Jiva comes from sleep to

waking, in the middle also he can have the dreams
according to the above process in the Nadis. So
the dream is possible to be experienced by both
the ways.
This IS the first viewpoint of the

dream

which is described in the Vedanta.

Here it IS

accepted tha t the dream state occurs.

So this IS

called as empirical vIewpoint.
From this
standpoint the dream is due to Vasanas and it is
a false appearance, while the waking is real.

We

can reconcile some other sciences just as Ayurveda
which

says

that

the

dreams

occur

due

to

IrregularIty of the food etc., due to imbalance of
Vata ( ~ ), Pitta ( fqiJ

1

and Kapha (~"fi).

In
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psychological investigations they have also taken
this view that the same mind"which functions in
the waking state, enjoys the dreams. Recently they
have started recording the dream state through the
E. E. G. which graphs on the screen.
From this
we can understand that according to Vedanta also
which says that the dream occurs due to mindvibrations in the Nadis through the brain and the
above E. E. G., confirms this view also which
records these vibrations.

It must be noted that

this viewpoint of the Vedanta is from the empirical standpoint only.

Thus we can reconcile all

the sciences which observe the dream state from
the waking standpoint only.

II.

From the Scriptur·al. standpoint (i. e., from
tbe point of view of Religion) or Vaidika
Vyavahaara Drishti :
In the view of religion, one should accept the

existence of the Soul a part from the gross body.
The Nihilists or the Athiests won't agree with this
point.

They say that. the consciousness is a by-

product .of the five gross elements.

So apart from

the body and the mind there is nothing like Soul
as s-qch which has to take rebirth &
left

to

enJoy

nothing is

the other worlds after death.
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Because there is no proof for the existence of the
Soul apart from the psycho-physical complex.
Only on the ground of blind belief, relied on the
utterances of the scriptures, we have to accept the
existence of the Soul. This is the standpoint of
the athiests. Previously this argument was called
as Chiiruviikaviida.

But in the scri ptures it ha s

been admitted that there is a Soul who departs
from this body and takes rebirth or enjoys in the
other worlds such as heaven etc.
What is the
proof to accept the existence of the Soul ? For
thls

crucial question, Vedanta

has given the

s:1tisfactory answer which IS based on the
Universal acceptance of the experience of the
dream ~

In

Brihadaranyaka-Upanishad,

the

sage

Yajnavalkya teaches the king lanaka that all the
dealings of the mind and body etc, take place in
the light of the Self-effulgent Self which is every
one's true nature.

,~.~~

~~~

'3"'GIu<:NI~

~~

qi:;!4:;er ~~

~~ ~~-Briha.-4/3/6.

When the Soul
remains in this body, his all dealings are dealt in

the light of this Self.
body,. the same

S~ul

After departing from this
takes another body or goes to

heavenly worlds etc. and enjoys there according to
his merItorious actions here and suffers according
to demeritorious actions here.

At this stage
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Why do we have to

accept the existence of the Soul apart from the
gross body and the mind? What is the proof for
such an existence a pa rt from the utterances of the
Shastta or should we simply believe because it is
said in the Shastras?
For this the sage Yaajnavalkya"'s reply is:
"'Everyone experiences the dream. In dream state
he himself is there. He, the dreamer deals with
all the conscious dealings such as hearing. seeing)
thinking etc, but he has not been followed by
this gross body in the dream state i. e., he has not
taken this body there.

This gross body will lie

along the bed while he is dreaming. So one should
accept that apart from this gross body, his
existence is there.
He feels during the dream
time that he has got a body.
This shows that
the Soul can .take another body after the death.
This dream experience is an indica tion to assert
that the Soul is different from this gross body and
that he may take another body and that he may
enjoy other worlds. Probably his dream will be
according to Vasanas or impressions that he gathers
while performing actions in this waking world.
While this is commonly experienced by all, there
may be different types of dreams also, though
rarely.

By this we can assume that 'as he sows.
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so he reaps'.

According to this, the merit and

demerit and the consequences of these actions
become acceptable:"

So all these religious points

are supported on the 'Universal acceptance of the
dream' In Vedanta. By this it is proved that one
has to observe the morality in our life here.
-Thus Vedanta

supports the religious ideas by

giving the Universal experience of dream

a)
b)

c)

d)

~

Existence of Soul apart from the body.
Sou/. taking rebir,th.
Existence of other worlds like ,·heaven and
hell etc.
The necessity of leading austere life here,
etc.

Though the dream itself is not rebirth, it
jndIca tes the possibility of rebirth ( Briha.
Bhashya-4j3j8 ).
This is the second view point regarding

the

dream state which supports the Vaidika-vyavahiira
i. e., scriptural dealings.
In other religions like ChristJanity and Islam,
though they do not accept the previ€)us births and
rebIrths, they say that the Soul after departing
from thIs body rests eternally in the heaven or
hell according to his meritorious and demeritorious
works. He who follows the religious sacred duties
and who does not follow, both for them the· haven
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and the hell will be permanent abodes respectively
To

believe

this also they have to accept the

existence of the Soul apart from this gross body.
To accept this. there is no sound evidence as It is
in this Sanalana Vaidika Dharma.
of the

~oul

shown on the

The existence

firm

ground

of

Universal acceptance of the dream experience is
found only in the UpanIshads which belong to the
Sanatana Vaidika Dharma i. e .. Vedas.

But the

experience which is shown here is Universal.

So

the merit of showing the existence of the
Soul inevitably goes to the Sanatana Vaidika
Dharma.
This is the second view point of the dream
state.

III. Dream state from the standpoint of Witnessing
principle of life i. e., SAAKSHI :
In the first viewpoint i. e., Loukika vyavahara
Drishti it is accepted that the man or Purusha is
known as predominantly from the viewpoint of
the body while sleeping.
But in the second
standpoint it IS shown that the man is really not
the gross body; he is a Soul who resides in thIs
gross body and that he takes rebirth etc.

In thIS

third view we 'have to change the standpoint from
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Ego to Witness.

So it is

Witnessing principle of life.

the

standpoint

of

To understand this,

the following points should be remembered:
a)

As I am the witness of the 'Ego-sense' or

'Me-notion' and as my nature is the pure-Being., in
me the dream state arises.
b)

In that dream, the 'Me-notion'. whIch IS

conditioned

by

respective world.

that

state

appears

with

its

So, I am quite different from

the Ego or 'Me-notion' of the dream state.
c)

As it is dealt with in

regarding

the

waking

sta te,

previous
so

one

chapter
should

remember that 'as I am pure Being and as I am
the substratum, in me the waking state arises with
Its full retjnue i. e., ego and the world'.
d)

Hence I am the substratum of these two

states.
Holding this viewpoint" the conclusions which
are drawn in Vedanta are as follows:
i)

The Self, who is the Witness and the
substratum of these two states is untainted by
these two states.
ii)

The self-effulgent Self by whose light the

drean1 and the waking states are illumined is ever
free from these two states.
iii)

He is non-dual because there is no other

source for these two states and He is one who
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pervades both the states.
iv)

Though from the empirical viewpoint

the waking is

real and

the

dream is unreal

(because this dream occurs clue to Vasanas).
holding this view also the self-effulgent Self is the
illuminer of these two states.

As He is the

illuminer, He is the transcendental reality i. e.,
really real. From thIS really real standpoint, both
the states are equally unreal, because they are of
adventitious and ephemeral nature, in the
while

the

Self

IS

Self,

the constant truth i.

e.,

unchanging reality.
These four conclusions are drawn in Bhashya
In various places.

For the present we shall give

some excerpts from
Kathopanishad -

the

2/1/4 -

Shankara's

Bhashya,

(S V A P NAN TAM

JAGARITANTAM .... ) ; the significance of

the

above mantra is explained by Shankara is

his

Sutra Bhashya-2/1/6, while showing the Shrauta
Tarka-"

-The wakIng and the dream states when
they

appear, one necessarily cancels the very

existence of the other, but tile Atman being the
very substratum of these two states remains ever
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untaInted by them.

In Brihadaranya ka Bhashya-l/ 4/10, Shankara
says,
"(FU

anqqR~~ ~~~ ~~;:rr ~~ ~~

~lRr: Bm~~ ~~n:rf~~t

m

~EUU;::a::!'G:a~~T

ch~51~~qt ~~ ~ ~~S{~ID +rqfu l"

- meaning. "Through tha t unfailing eternal
VISIon. whIch IS identIcal with It and is called the
self-effulgent light, the Self always sees the other,
tranSItory vIsion In the dream and waking states,
as

Impressions

( Vasanas )

and

perceptIons

respectIvely, and becomes the seer of sight."
So, In this third vIewpoint, it is taken here as
the dream is due to Vasanas or latent Impressions,
while the wakIng IS a real perception from the
Vyavaharika standpoint.

This empirical assumptIon IS taken for granted
here to denote that real nature of the Self IS
untaInted

by

Brihadaranyaka

these

two

states.

Upanishad-4/3/8

to

And

In

18,

the

following subjects are dealt with:
i) The dream IS the illustratIon for the
rebirth,
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The nature of the Self who is the Witness
of both the dream and waking states, is
Self-effulgent one, here it IS called
as
SV A Y AMJYOTI (~aTSIp.j ~q ~ ~~CIfu'
Ii)

Briha.-4/3/9).

Though in waking state also the

nature of the Self is self-eff~lgent one, reference to
the dream state will clearly show the self-effulgent
nature of the Self. Because one may think that
in waking state, there are some other lights just as
the sun, the moon, etc.

But in dream. state all

-these lights are absent.

And one has seen the

things

~n

the dream state through one's own light.

Not only this, but the whole dream state is grasped
t:hrough

on~'s

own nature of pure consciousness

also.
That nature
t:he self~effulgent Self.

of pure consciousness is
So in this connection the

word 'light' or 'effulgence' denotes the nature of
consciousness alone and not in an ordinary sense
like

light,

darkness

etc.

This

na ture

of

consciousness, seeing the darkness and light is
merely seeing the effects of right and wrong deeds
(

"~e{ ~ ~ q,q =it·'-~-4/3/16). So the nature

of the Self is taught through this superimposition
of Self-effulgence.
iii) And also that the nature of the Self is

untainted.
are

For the words used in these mantras

'ASANGO

HYAYAM

PURUSHAHA'
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~ ~:-Briha-4/3/15').

He. the

Self, has no taint of perceptions which occur in
the waking state as well as no taint of Vasanas
which appear in dream state because the Vasanas
pertain to Antahakarana alone and not to
the Selfd
It is clearly stated in
Briher.
Bhashya -2/3/6.
iv) The Self is non dual one. This is shown
by using the words 'EKAHAMSAHA' ( R~4
~: ~:-Briha.-4/3/11 and 4/3/12) and the
words 'EKA DRASHTA ADV AlTA' (QJ.fl ~
~~-Briha.-4/3/32). This non-dual nature of
the Self is to be understood in two ways:
a) The same Self is the substratum for both
the sta tes and there is no other source for these
two statesd
b) There is no real distinction such as the
Self is one and the state is the second, because
whenever a state appears in the Self, it is fully
pervaded by the Self and the Self is the reality
and the state is a false appearance due to Avidya:.
So the Self is ever non-dual one.
All thes€ are dealt with in the above third
point and all these are shown in Brihadaranyaka4/3/8 to 18. Through this teaching, the aspirant
realises his true nature and takes his stand there
by falsifying both the states-. ThIS is the utility
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of this viewpoint.

IV. Observing the dream from tbe standpoint of
tile dream state itself:
Probably everyone thinks that the waking
state is real &: the dream state is false.

Taking

t:his view also one can realise his true nature

t:hrough the pretext of these states. But, it is very
difficult to think regarding the dream state fro,m
the standpoint of the dream experience as it was
exactly.
This thinking
requires
rigorous
indispassionate thinking.
The thinker should
give up the

id~as

regarding the dream which are
there in his present waking mind. If one is ready
to take up this task of indispassionate thinking.,
t:hen

only

he

can understand

the

following

arguments.
For the present to understand clearly this
fourth standpoint regarding dream, we shall show
here tw() types of arguments:

a) The arguments regarding the dream stare
from the standpoint of waking state.
i) In waking state, there is a continuity of
time. So if we take up any work, we shall finish
little by little in due course for example
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cons~ruction

of house etc. But the dream-time has-

no cotinuity.

When dream disappears, at once

everything will vanish.

The a'ljove example of

construction of house etc., will vanish when the
dream state disa ppears.

So the waking is real and

dream is false.
The waking world is common to all but

ii)

the dream, as it is an individual experience is
different for different persons.

So waking is real

and dream is false.
iii)

The things that appear In waking are

real for ever and hence we try to accumulate and
keep for future use, wheras the things that we see
in dream state are not so.

For example. one may

get a huge sum of" money as lottery in dream. but
that will not come to the waking state, but
whereas when w,e earn something in waking state,
that continues so to serve us for future

time

also.
The

IV)

waking

rigorous rules and
causation.

world

is

regulated

regulations of time, space,

So we can find thi~gs here as they are,

for example. a man as a man only
animal

1

life etc.

by

1

animal as

a dead person will never come back to
While

In

dream state there is

no

regulation of time, space,. causation et'c., and the
things will chang.e in very strange manner.

For
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eg, a man may fly like a bird, dead man can be
seen as alive in dream etc. and vice versa. So, due
to Vasanas ( latent impressions ), dream appears in
a wild manner.

And hence the waking is real

and dream is unreal.

All other sciences like Psychology, Medical
SCIence, Upasana Shastras etc., confirm the above
idea that the dream is a Vasana and a subordinate
state to the waking state.

In Shankara's Bhashya

also It is said that the dreams are indications for
the happenings in waking world, good or
Brahma Sutra Bhashya-2/1/14 ~

bad.

fm

~

~r :q ~fu:-'~qr ~~ ~~
~I

~. ~ ~~~ ~~~~-

~fu ~ 'E6lstq:{i~"i ~~: ~qi: ~fu
q:{I;qRt I ~T ~~~ ~~q a{R.~ ~~
';:r ~ ~ ~~ ~ f~Q.", $.~~

~stl:,

~~

~ ~ fjWI~ ~ ~ ~.l i{f~"

~(4I~"i1 ~ ~ ~;{ ~E( ~ ~ ~ m.oi
~~ ~ ~~~ \ SIfu~·:q ~ ~ ~
~6f,~;:nq_ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~a.
~ am.bEfTiT~ ~ I"

( and refer to Sutra Bh a shya-3/2j3

&

3/2/4 also ).
In all these places Shankara explains that
the dream is due to Vasanas.

In Mandukya-4 &
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Brihadaranyaka also, the same argument is put
forth by the Acharya.

Hence, the dream is a

false appearance and waking is the real one.

It

being so, arguing with the idea that the dream and
waking are equal and both are unreal is absurd.
These are the arguments from the standpoint of
the waking regarding the dream.

b) Arguments regarding dream state from
the standpoint of dream experience alone:
i)

From the standpoint of waking

intellect~

we have kept the name as dream to that state.,
But strictly speaking no one feels while dreaming
that that is a dream'.
There will not even be
least doubt regarding the unreality of that state.
Everyone feels there-'this is the real state'.

So

calling by the name as dream itself is due to the
bias towards waking state. But dream experience
says that ''1 am not dreaming at all, I am the true
waking in my realm.'
From the standpoint of
waking state. you may say that it is a dream.
But from the standpoint of actual experience of
the dream state, it is true waking.
ii) The waking intellect objects that the
continuity of time is there in the waking state,
while it is not so is dream state.
After waking.
the time concept which was in the dream has not
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continued in the waking state.
time in the dream is unreal.
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So the concept of

This is the objection.

For this the reply is that in dream state, the
concept of time was eternal, infinite and real.
There also in the dream we feel thousands of
years of span of time as real.
state~

So in the dream

the concept of time is real.

The main

objection is that this time-series of the dream has
not continued in the waking state.

If we were to

see vice-versa then we can say the infinite concept
of time which is concerned to the waking state, IS
also not continued in the dream. So, we have to
agree with
continuity

the

point

that

the

concept

of

of time is restricted only to. the

respective state alone.

There

is no

common

denominator of time or space between these two
states.

So, the feeling of continuity of time is not

a criterion to determine the reality.
iii)

The dream world is also common to all

people who have a ppeared in the drea m state.

If

we had started the Vedantic discussion in our
dream,

we

will object all the above poInts

regarding dream state.

Because during the dream

inevita bly we hold the view that it is true waking.
From that standpoint we say there also that this
waking world is common to all of us.

But the

dream is an individual experience.

So,

the
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waking world is common to waking people and
dream world is common to dream people.
The things which appear in the drea'm
state a-re useful in that state.
The things which
IV)

pertain to waking state are useful in waking state
alone.

The things which are seen in dream state

are termed unreal because these things are not
seen in our daily Hfe- this was the objection.
For this we say, "Why should we not say that the
waking things are not useful in the dream and
therefore, they are also unreal?'"

So the utility

of th e things and the concept of reality of the
things are restricted to the respective states alone.
v) The objection raised here was that the
waking world has got rigorous rules and
regulations while the dream is uncertain. For thIS
we say that in the waking state 'the rules and
regulations are real and these are restricted to the
waking state alone. So the teality of these things
are here alone. While we are staying in dream,
the strange thing which appear to have occur-red in
dream appear to be real and natural in that dream
state.

For example, the aeronauts go beyond the

orbit of the earth and in that outer space they
float easily in the space because -there

IS

110

gravitational force to draw them or pull thel11
down.

The same aeronout~ when comes back to
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the earth, then he has to follow the rules and
regulations of the gravitational force of the earth.
As the rules and regulatIons of the gravitation do
not govern in the space beyond th~ gravitational

of the earth, so also with the case of dream
and waking. Hence the rules and regulations are
not the crIterion f<or reality.
All other SCIences like Medical science,
Psycology ,U pasana-Shastras, Omens about good or
pun

bad etc., are aU based on the biased view of
-waking

state.

So

theIr

ccnclusion

IS

sufficient to determine the reahty~ that which

not
is

really reaL
T to understand all the above counter arguments regarding dream and waking states, the
aSpIrant should observe that as his true natUlre is
;the Witness of these two state~ substratum, Self-eHfulgent.& untainted by these two states, in
"t;hat Self the waking and dream states appear and
disappear, i. e., the nature of the states are ()f
adventitious and ephemeral nature.
realised that "in me

<as I

So he has

am the substratum) the

.dream state appears and the same i:s the case with
-.the waking and hence these two appearanoes are
equal for me".

The feeling that :the waking is
:real and the dream is -due to Vasan3.·s is only from
the waking state.
The mind clingin,g .to the
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waking sta te alone is the ca use of all these ideas
or feelings.

This judgement is drawn from the

standpoint of the true nature of the Self which
IS

transcendental reality.

waking and dream

From this standpoint,

are equal.

The reader

IS

referred to·Mandukya K arika-2j4 to 2/10 wIth commentary

on

these

karikas

In

MANDUKY A

RAHASYA V1VRIT1H1 and Man-kJrika-4j31

4/41 with Shankara"s commentary and
MANDUKY A RAHASY A VIVR1TIHL Here
Gowdapada argues in the following manner;
to

Commonly people hold the VIew that the
Va~nas

( latent Inlpressions ) of the waking state
is the cause for the dream.
By this it is meant
tha t the waking state is the ca use and the dream
is the effect. How IS it possible to believe tha"t
the real cause produces the unreal effect?
Sometimes people hold the view that the dream is the
cause and the waking, the effect;. for example, one
may say that 'I saw a tIger in my dream which

w:as ready to pounce on me.

At once I

feared

and after waking also the fear and shivering
the body were continuing.'

In

Here the dream was

the cause, the shivering etc, are the effects which
concern to the waking.

Here also we ask the

question how can the unreal cause produce the
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real effect?'
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If one were to say that both the

sta tes are real, then there win be no cause and
effect relation between the two.

If .one were to

hold the view that both are unreal, then to aocept
t

e cause and effect prInciple is absurd.

So in all

"the viewpoInts it is saId t:hat the waking and
dream are both false appearallces and both are
unreal.

So between fa1se appearances no one

accept one to be the cause and the other the
effect.

So all the relationships or the causation-

ships between these two states are imagined from
"the poInt of :the waking intellect .only.
Here, we have not intended toO prove that

v»aking is also unreal just like dream, but the true
intention 'Of this argument is to assert or oonfirm
t:he transcendental reality which is the Self, is
11 tself the essence of these two states.

So to teach

ith-e na.tUl"e of the Self we have taken these two
false

appearances

namely

waking

and

dream.

This is clearly said in Mandukya Karika from

2/11 to 2/18.
The argument 'Of Sri Gowdap-ada regal"ding

t:he unreality of the waking state is quite unlike
the Buddhises

arguments.

Buddhists rely

-on

the wakIng intellect alQne and they

want to
show the unreality of the waking state through
the very same intellec.t.

But in Vedanta we have
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relied on the firm ground of Universal acceptance
and comprehensive vision and taken a stand in
the Witnessing principle of life and from that
firm ground we have shown the equal unreality
of both these states.
Shankara says in Brahma
Sutra Bh a shya-2/2/31.
";:r

f6:

ffi~
~~=r:ail ~[$I

al~ ~~up.:lf~~: ~~~~EJ~:
~~

m~:. . 1"

~

~~I:(.,

ar~~

31llerr~l+n~

-The practical dealings of the waking state
which are based on all the authorItIes of the
means of right knowledge, are Impossible to be
denied or negated unless and until one has not
shown the other type of reality whIch transcends
all the empirical dealings. Because If there is no
exception, the general rule a lone stands there.
According to this rule, Vedantins have shown
the transcendental reality which is the Self of all.
On that firm ground they have negated the realIty
of the waking state.
So It is quite unlike the
Buddhistic view.
From the empirical standpoint. meaning from
the standpoint of Adhyaropa we accept the realIty
of the waking state compared to the dream state.
But from the standpoint of the transcendental
reality only we say that both the states are unreal.
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For this the reader is referred to Brahma S!ltra
Bhashya -3/2/4.

H~ f~ ~~ \3{fq an~f~ B~~+rfitr I
5ffuqT~

m: 'c:R{;:{?i~ arn.~~+~:'- ~~5{

~""'ttlf4 51q;;::q~ m~H:rI5{~

I

5lTcn__ g

s:{&n~6f

~;:n~l
~~q~:
o~qft?t~q:
:.:(crm,
~~~g 51qo::q: 5Ifa1~ qTE~, ~~: el~~~~
~~ +rFmIT5{~W~'lI"

" .... y. . et the creation of space etc., also has no
absolute realIty; for under the aphorism

~the

effect is non-different from the cause since the
terms like 'orIgin' etc., are met WIth (Sutra
Bhashya-2/1/14), we showed that the whole
creation IS

but Maya (illusory).

But before

realization of the

IdentIty of the Self WIth

Brahman,

counting from

creation

space

etc.,

continues just as it is, whereas the creation withIn
dream is abrogated every bay.

Hence the state-

ment that dream IS merely Maya has a specIal
significance."

An objection :
One ardent student of Shankara Vedanta had
questioned regarding this problem of dream and
waking as follows:
In all the Prasthanatraya Bhashyas regarding
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the dream states Shankara asserts that the dream
IS a Vasana ( i. e .. dr~am is caused by the latent
Impressions of the: waking) and the waking is
real.

For

example in Mandukya

( =;r~6[T~~qr:q ~~), in Sutra

mantra-4
Bhashya, in

Brihad 3 ranyaka Bhashya, in Chandogya Bhashya
etc.

Thus in a bout 95 percent of the Bhashya.

this view is sta ted.
While commenting on the
Gowdapada's karikas alone, especIally in chapters
2 & 4, he argues that both the states are equal
and both are unreal.
statement?
Supposing

that

Is it not a contradictory
Sri

Gowdapada

IS

his

Grandguru and he knows the Vedantic tradition
well and so he is called SAMPRADl\Y A VrT

( acil~· ~qr.:tTT~

B1=~ctf~(1:q14:-Sutra Bhashya-

2/1/9 ) and so Shankara has not dealt against the
grandguru in his Mandukya karika Bhashya, then
also the question arises that where is the voucher
to Gowdapada to argue that both the states are
equally unreal according to Upanishad ?
Answer to the above objection:

It is true that Sri Shankara has said in most
part of the Bhashyas that the dream is caused by
the latent impressions of the waking as e. g.,
Shankara writes;

"~rnf~: ~-=l, ~ ~~-
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qr~ ~"-Sutra

goes

to

the
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Bhashya --1/1/9-that the Jiva

dream state takIng

the

mental

impression & is called by the name of Manas and
the waking is real from empIrIcal standpoInt.
But, does Shank';lra say anywhere that wakIng
experIences are real from the standpoInt of the
Ultimate Truth?

He has clearly declared from

the standpoint of transcendental realIty., that the
waking IS also a false appearance.
i)

Refer to Brahma -Sutra

Bhashya~which IS

just stated above;
"

;:r

~

~
~
1€I:;q:ql'8i1~

c

-...C:

~Iq

---C:.

an~I;::c(~

......r.:

B~B:{+tI«i

I

~<i ~ '~~~ an~ROIUI:(lo~T~+~:~ ~~~
~~ ,!:lqo.:qil?-'t ~Tif1~

I

~Cfi-. ~

~iID~

q:~rt. feR~f€{SI~: ~~: +ic{m, ~

~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~fu, are:

wm'J.

~~ ~ tn~~ '3f~ I"
( Sutra Bhashya - 3/2/4 )

- Here he says, "by saying tha t the dream IS
illusory or maYIC one should not confuse that the
waking world is real.

It is not really reat It is

also an illusory appearance i. e., Maya due to
ignorance ( =:Il'1~l+(l5(~).

We have dealt WIth

this while commenting on Sutra Bh5shya - 2/1/14.
But from the standpoint of empirical view, unless
~nd

until one realises the non-dual Brahman as
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hIS

own Self, the waking continues to appear to

be real with all its rules and regulations, while the
dream falsifies every day, when one awakes from
the dream. For this purpose, we said here that
the dream is illusory ( =+rRtTif1~qq,). When this
awareness of Brahman takes place then he realIses
tha t the waking state also is only a false
appearance," So, Shankara does not accept the
dream as due to Vasanas as a final conclusion.
In Upanishad Bhiishyas :
ii) Sbankara said in his Chandogya Upanishad Bh ashya-8j5j4, thus ~
"~

~~~

~gT:

~~~ffl

+(Ef;:fu

f~~n:'

~~, ~!:{ir~1~ ~~, ;:r ~:,
~ern-~~o:~

~Cf)__

~T~mqq<n~(ci~

~k+l!4R1;f)m~

m~sfq'-

;:r

~

~T

~: , ....

'8~;'€l

~-~ ~~Rr;:r ~:qfmer; I"~

-The
becoming

perception of things In the dream
falsified or unreal is caused by the

viewpoInt of waking knowledges but not in itself.
Similarly, the perception of things in waking state
also becoming unreal or falsified is caused by the
viewpoint of dream knowledge alone, but they are
not unreal by themselves.
ultimate reality, both

Till we intuit the

the states during their

respective times are real in their own form only;
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but after we realizing them as iaentical with the
ult.1m3.te reality both are unreal or illusory i. e.,
both are real in the form of Brahman (pure
EXlsteace ) alQneIn this regard it

IS

not possible to mention

:any d.ifference

whatsoever between these two
Th us thexe is no
st'ltes-waking &: dream.
cOOn tradlctl..on..
iii~

In Aitareya-lj3/12 Upanishad., it is said
,t:hat all the three states are dreams,

Shankara clearly comments on this Mantta.
:and takes <lOne objection thus, 'the waking state is
€ndowed wjth awareness, so how the waking be
-called as dream?"' And he answers thus; "Not
so., this waking state is also a dl"eam (Swapna
eva). H'Ow? In the waking state also there is
no awareness of the true nature of the Self which
IS transcendental reality and he sees the n()t-selves
which ace not really there, as if they ace there
just as in dream."
In this sentence, Shankara
clearly states the equality of the waking and
dream stares.
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IV)

In Taittiriya, 2/8/5-

""«

~~

~

~<Efr6l'R(it

«

~: 1"-

+rr~-"~qfl~S«4'(~ ~fl '8~~fu

~?

;:( ; anCSNI~tt ~Slf(q~:, '4~;::qqi{iji ~~

~: aqfet'UI~, fEI!QT+nit at+nq)t=( I"

"Objection ~

of

Duality has existence because

its perception

In the dream and waking

states-.
Answer:

No, for the dream and waking

s-tates are creations of ignorance.

The perception

of duality that occurs in the dream and waking
states is the result of ignorance, because it ceases

on the cessation of ignorance."
Here Shankara declares that aW.rm~t=( \lflq({
~-the

wakIng and dream having b0th been

conjured up by avidya.
v)

In Brihadaranyaka Bhashya-4/3/19-

-"ijl,.. ti(i:{sN ~<r~ii ~ ~Gi +l~ ~re: t
-.j

a«J an~

';{

~ ~;{ ~~' ~m'

~:q

~}'4;:(j(~ -'~ ~ atTq~~: ~:' ~ II"

- ..i\charya

Shankara

remarks

here:

The

Shlruti considers even the experience of wakIng
state to be but dream and hence it says, 'where
one sees no drea.m whatever'.
passa'ge bears this out:

Another Shruti

'He has three abodes,.
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three dream states."
vi)

In Mandukya Upanishad -- 3 and 4, it

declared that V AISHV~t\NARA (~Slqlll'l(!)

18

and

T AI}ASA (~), both have got 19 mouths
( ~oil~fEi:(I~) and 7 limbs
Shankara has written-

(~~!f!)'

Here

'"'qf(WCS4~1 ~ ~T an~l~ \S1CIll1~ .... ~I"'Et~1

~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~;:(("'I1I9fl
~etc.'"

- i. e., "Consciousness appears, as it were,
trelateo to outward objects on account of A vidya.

Waking consciousness., being associated as it is
wIth many means (subject-object relationship"
agency.,

in.s'trl:lmentality

etc.),

and

appearIng

>conscious of objects as if external, though in
realIty they

ar.e nothing but mental existents

produced by Avidya etc."

vii)

In Brihadaranyaka Bhashya -2/1/18.
'~i;q~ llElT&4I(lN~1

q:er

~'1l~I;n ~

~

~ I

an~ ~
'5iIIIIIR'6SN

~

51~f1<:i~'U{ f'

-«Therefore In dreams worlds that never
exist are falsely supel'imposed as being a part of
-the Self.

One must know the worlds experienced

in the waking state also to be such.'"
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On this firm ground of utterances of the
Shruti.

Gowdapada bas declared that waking
Sri Satchidanandendra
and dream are equal.

Saraswa ti Swamiji has clearly shown this in hIS
English

introduction

of

MANDUKY A

RAHASY A VIVRITIHI viz.,
"The identity of wakIng and dream Atmanshinted at in the Shrutl by the tw'O
(~~:,

epithets

~'*,fE4:(I~: )-"---'seven-organed'

&

'ninteen-faced' (Mantras 3 & 4) and in Agama
Prakarana by two. epithets (EOr~~OFfif) 'bound
by cause & ~ffect' and (~~:'iQ{Ef1~) 'havIng
both sleep and dream'-is clarified in the second
chapter of the karika. In the Sanskrit Introduc-

tion of the sa me book he has saId that:

'.~

~~

~1Tq~

'i:elm~

tt6fi't ... W~faij~:~

~fu ~~~~q~~mt ~fu ~M~~
~swn~T:

~~iI~gqql~

~q<:kT:l~~C).zrr6J

il+I1~ I"
H~nce

from the standpoint of transcendental

reality which is the true nature of the Self, both
the states-waking and dream-ate equally false
appearances due to ignorance. It is strengthened
here in this fourth view-point of the dream statei. e., examining the dream from the stand.point of
the dream experience as it was during the dream
time.

O::a::APTE~- I I I

FOUR

ASPEG~S

OF DEEP ShEEP

S~A~E

Regarding deep sleep there are four standpoints or
viewpoints according to Shankara's Bhiishyas.
I.

From the standpoint of fatigue:

,Nidrii (~') means Tamoguna (~!!Ol:)
( Gita Bhashya -14/8 and 18/39-({t{:- !!U'(: ~Qt
~m- -- ~+mn~~: mf~~~: ~~).
ThIS IS
the viewpoint of body. When it IS tired by work
in its waking state and when the Tamoguna
acquires the body, then the sense organs will stop
their work and the mind wants to merge.
In
thIS stage ya wning and drOWSIng etc., will start.
This is called as Nidrii by common people. This
is essential to our life, but it should be controlled
by observing regulation in food and work etc.
[Refer Bhagavat G i ta-6/17]' This modIfication
in the body which- occurs due to tiredness etc., is
called Nidra. The experience of this Tamoguna
is observed in the waking state before and after
the sleep. This does not pertaIn to the deep sleep
state; it concerns to the waking state alone. But
most.persons hanker confusion ~nd get confound-
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ed rega rding this.
sleep

state

According to them 'in deep

there is Tamo guna; we feel

Tamoguna after waking etc.'
clea r Iy

understand

tha t

the

So one

this

should

experIence

of

Tamoguna which occurs before and after sleep is
concerned to the body and belongs to waking
state. It is not the direct intuitional experience
of the deep sleep.

II.

From the standpoint of seed-form of world
and vaasanaas :
According to the common man's experIence,

he who sleeps, will himself awake as he

was

By this experience the seed-form of the
ego with vasana.s etc., is there in deep ·sleep

before.

without losing his potentiality of differentiation,
Because again it appears in various forms as it
was before.

This is to be inferred from the

standpoint of adyaropa of Jiva and his states like
waking, dream and deep sleep etc. This is accepted
by Shankara from the Vyavaharika standpoint in
his Sutra-Bhashya - 2/1/9,
sentences ~
"~~T ~ ~@{l~

particularly

anq

in the

~ ~T~INq:q11{

an~m ~I~I"'~ ~~Q.. ~tJ. !F':
~ f~: ~, l1:611t ~~ .,.ft4Q1Rf I"
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am

.... "~

~

~:

fenlT.(€il461~"(:

anenuil

~, ~ ~

wn~ fWGit~

~i=I,

am
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~~:

f~:

W~~~~

Uq

f~~! at~+tl~a I"

Just as in Sushupti and Samadhi, there IS
attained the Intrinsic state of absence of dIstInctions, and yet distinction reappears in wakIng as
before

on

account of mithyajnana

not being

removed, so also it may well happen In this case
of dissolution also."
Atman

"Just as even in Supreme

without any distInction. It IS seen

practical

life

Mithyajnana
adhyasa)

that
(or

function

distinctions
Avidya

of

based

111

upon

the natutre

unobstructed even

In

of
the

period of sustenance of the world as they do in a
dream; so also one may infer the potency of
distinctions oWIng to Mithyajnana In the perIod

of dissolution also.~'
And In Sutra-Bhashya3/2/9 particularly the sentence;

"arltr ~;=f ~: ;m:t ~~
m ~clfq~: ~Ef ~iJ:~:
\3'Ql~~ ~
stq{6.:q~~t

q~~lii. ~ fet~,

fErfef~ t

~fu \3'~

~

g
~fu e{€~F[

~: ~ ~ a't(1N! ~~~1:

cfl~~~~it;{ ~fu ~: ~: l1:ef ~q ~ ~fu
3~t"
~There

is no such -entity like Jiva, different
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from the supreme Self, which has to be distinguishedJrom pure existence like a drop of water
from a-mass of ,water:

It' has been shown more

than once that pure existence Itself comes to be
called indirectly Jiva, because of the intervention
of limiting adjuncts That very same set of
adjuncts persists in deep sleep and waking states
on the maxim of the seed and seedling, so that the
reasona ble position is that the selfsame Jiva wakes
up from deep sleep.
This is accepted from the

standpoint of

Adhyaropa, which means empirical standpoint.
So the seed-from of vasanas and potential form of
the Antahkarana are accepted in deep sleep
according to empirical experience.
Along with the ego the whole waking state
merges in the deep sleep and remains there in the
seed-form with its potence of diversity.
in Mandukya

Upanishad-5,

It is said

particularly

In

Bhashya portion :

"tI~r ~yq~~

e1 fc1itr:tlJ44

'l1S44o.oql{ Qetl~fug~

~:{kl,.j)£t4:d~:

,"

-Here Shankara says that the waking and
dream states merge here (in Sushypti) without
losing their potential form of diversity -and they
have taken seed-form.

This seed-form.is called as
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etc.
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This is the second attribution made by

Sh3stra

from

the

V AIDIKA VY A V AHARA

DRISHTI~

III. From the standpoint of causal ignorance :
The attribution of causal ignorance (~
m~~i{q

m: ~ - G~ K. Bh.-l/l1 ) in

is made from
Vyavahara i.

e~,

deep sleep

the standpoint of the Vaidika
with a view that one should get

"the Self-knowledge ('~~rcP.ll~~' - G. K.

Bh.-l/l1 ).
Though from the standpoint of
Shruti and enlightened persons Sushupti IS
non-dual Self alone, the pure Consciousness
alone. it is not Sus"'upti from their standpoint
But from the standpoint of common man,
as he is ignorant regarding his true nature of
the Self a nd a s he has to 0 btain the Selfknowledge-from this standpoint the causal
ignorance i. e., non-perception regarding the real
nature of the Self, is attributed to deep sleep.
In waking and dream the common man has got
the ca usal ignorance, 1. e., non-perception
regarding the true nature of the Self a s well as
the misconception (See the commentary by
Shankara in Man-karildi-ljll ).
In deep sleep,
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he has no misunde!standing or wrong identificawith the body, mind etc.

Though this is the

thing, he has no right knowledge regarding his
true nature in deep sleep and it is impossible to
get the Self-knowledge in deep sleep because of
the absence of the mind and the teachings of the
Guru and the Shastra and Sadhanas.
standpoint, it

18

From this

attributed that in deep sleep, the

causal ignorance remaIns there.

So it IS saId that

PRA}NA is bounded only by causal ignorance

( <r~~~1~ W: ~~ m~~ ~~-G. karikfl
Bh.-l/ll'). When one cognises his true nature
through

the

Shastra,

then the

Sushuptl

teachings of the

will

attributions

Guru and the

previous attributIon

be

removed,

along

of VASANABEEJA

&

of the

with

the

JAGAD-

.BEEJA (seed-form of the intellect and the world
etc. ). and the causal ignorance (ffiet1~~ ¢ft~)
also will be removed.
At the stage, previously he who was calJed as
pRAJNA as having seed-form, the same prajna
will be recognised as TURIYA and ever free,from
all the attributes of seed-form and- sprout-form etc.
See the. particular sentence of Shankara Bhashya
on Man-karika-lj2, viz,

'\=n4"liij1;;nI€(oo ~6( m~~~ ~~q ~fu:
wsr~ ~Tf4((~(Wvdt q'(~~l9:~L€(~ I"
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"That which is designed as Priijna ( when it is
viewed as the cause of the phenomenal world)

will be described as Turiya separately when it is
-not viewed as the cause, and when it is free from
all phenomenal relationship i. e.. , in its absolutely
real aspect."
Here Shankara clearly says that the same

PRAJNA is recognised as TURIYA -through
Viveka.

From the standpoint of ignorance only,

the seed-form of ignorance ( causal ignorance) and
seed-form of the Universe etc., are attributed by
the Shastra for the purpose of teaching.

For this

reason, Shankara has shown the main differences
between

the

deep

sleep

and

the

state

'Of

enlightenment i. e., Turiya in his commentary on
Gaudapada k a rika-3/34 & 3/35.

of the state of
Sushupti, Vasana-bija, seed-form of the Universe
Hence

the

attributions

( Jagad-bija ) and causal ignorance

(j~E4lstRc~)

are all superimposed on the pure nature of the
Self from the -various standpoint 'Of the waking
world for the purposes of teaching alone.

IV. From the standpoint of the direct intuition of
the deep sleep:
Now we have to give up the standpoint of
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the waking state.

We have to observe the
intuitive experience of the deep sleep. From this
standpoint the Shruti describes:

"~ ~
~".;:r
~,

.

.....

~

efiHT 66 I"'lid, ;:r 6f)~ ~

ffit. ~ t"

[ Bfhadaranyaka~

4/3/19 & Mandukya-4 J.
Here Sushupti means one's own true nature
of being bereft of waking and dream. As waking
and dream states are false appearances concocted
by Avidya, on the true nature of the Self, so also
the seed-form of the world etc., are the false
imaginations from the standpoint of the waking

So SUSHUPTI means the true nature of
the Self. We have kept the name Sushupti on
state.

the real Self. from the standpoint of the waking
state.

As that is our true nature, it is impossible

tq give up the true nature at any cost.

It is said

by Shankara thus in his Brahma-Siitra Bhashya3/2/7 in the sentence :

"anq

:q

;:r ~~ it~ ~urr ~qfu;{lf~!"

~€A~I~qlf~I~Htl

tclWi("I1R~ '3q'Jf~

;;pJtti ~@{(qRtmE(l~ ~q:{l~{lti ~~ ~

qf:ffi~~ ~"

-"BesIdes, there is no time when Jiva has
not become one with the Brahman for

oneYs

intrinsic

Only

nature

can

never disappear.
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relative to the seeming foreign aspect which he
assumes in dream and waking owing to contact of
conditioning associates, it is proposed to say that
he attains his own form on the dissolution of that
foreign aspect."
From the standpoint of the Shruti and the
Guru, always the Jiva is Brahman in his true
nature. But from the standpoint of the adjuncts
like the waking and dream which are concocted
by A vidya and which are only the false
appearances, the same Brahman appears as if he
has taken the form of Jiva or the soul.

So, Jiva

goes to sleep and comes back to the waking etc.,
are 'all false notions.

Conclusive Remarks:
a) From the standpoint of the world, the
seed-form of world is attributed on the pure Self.
From the V AIDIKA

VY A V AHARA meaning
,dealings according to Shastra, one should obtain
the Self-knowledge in this life-so from this
standpoint the causal ignorance is attributed on
the Self.
The Self is the su bstra tum for the
seed-form of the world as well as the appearances
of the world. From this standpoint the Self is
described as SARV AJNA, MAHAMA YAM,
SARVESHVARA,
NAMAROOPAYOR
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NIRV AHITA,

(-He

who

differentiates the

names and forms which were in seed-form into
manifested form) etc.
these

Hence to PRAJNA all

three types of attributions

(seed-form,

having causal ignorance and being Sarvajna) are
attributed from the various standpoints of the
Universe which is conjured up by Avidya.
b)

But

from

the

standpoint

of

direct

Intuition of the deep sleep, it is only the pure Self.
pure-Being,

pure-Consciousness

and

pure-BlIss

( refer Brhadaranayaka Bhashya - 3/4/22 to 32).
Here Shankara takes this stand of direct intuition
and said that the true nature of the deep sleep is
pure Self.

This is the illustration of M6ksha.

In

Sutra Bhashya -1/1/9,
"~: '3'qrNa~i:t ~~~rEf~~ '3'qyf~d W(lfill~rEfl(=( ~(+(fu ~: ~~ ~fu ~f!i

m:

~: ~srfu

~(~~a I"

- Here Shankara says that when the two
types

of

adjuncts

disappear, then

the

nature in deep sleep.

1.

e.,

waking and

Self remains

in

dream

its pure

It is called as if Jiva has

merged in his true nature in sound sleep.

And in

Sutra Bhashya - 3/2)7, Shankara says,

"~ff~ I.lf(ij~ '3'q'1f~~~fl q{~~ ~~
Ol~ (jaq~'~lfl ~C!a- ~qfu: ~, '~
attft~ ~' ~ I"
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-i. e., When two types of adjuncts appear as
if they are there is the Self, then the Self appears
as if he has taken the form of Jiva and he is said
to

resume

his own

nature

in sleep on .the

dissolution of those two types of adjuncts.

In

these two

to

sentences particularly one

has

observe the words "PRALEENA IV A" ( ~;:{ ~C{)
and "PARAROOPAPATTIM IVA" (1R~qyqf~
~).

So from the standpoint of ignorance alone.

it is said that in deep sleep, Jiva remains in his
true nature or'merges and he comes back etc.

Eut

when we give up the standpoint of adjuncts, he IS
always. Brahman,
Brahman.

and

he

never ceases to be

To take thIS standpoInt the common

experience of Sushupti alone IS sufficIent.

There

is no need of getting any new experience of
~'ASAMPRAJNATA
SAMADHI"
(~Q
~N)

etc.~ according to commentators.

possible only through

It is

the instructions of the

Shastra and the Guru and Viveka.
the following Bhashya portions:

For this refer

The intuitional experience of deep sleep is
described as the illustration for M6ksh"a (Brhadaranayaka

Bhashya·-4/3/21 to

32) - recognising

one's own true nature, here and now also as it is,
as it was in deep sleep and not affected in the
least by the appearance of dream and waking
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states in him, just like a screen in a cinema. This
recognition occurs through Viveka alone with the
help of the teachings of the Shastra and the Guru.
For this purpose, some references in Shankara
Bhashyas are given.
a)

Brhadaranayaka Upanishad

Bhashya-

4/4/6, here Shankara says that,

"~ ~ ~~ f.M(lqi1~~t(J{ ~~~
~: ~~ arm:n;i ~ .... ~ ~~ j'(m, ~
~~~ ~8(~, ~ ~iR~1:{ ~ ~~ .... ~ ~
f~

~

mq]~(lq,(,,"

~~:qTer.,

~1;:(j(!lfu~m~srrnE{ ~ ~im~~ I"
i. e., He who sees himself a s permanent pure
consciousness as in. deep sleep, becomes Brahman.
A man of realisation, after his death, has no
change of condition-something different from
what he was in life, but he is only not connected
with another body. This is what is meant by his
becoming ·merged in Brahman'.
b) Brahma-Siitra Bhashya-3/2/7, the last
sentence is :
"~

g ~ ~~r.:tI{ ~ 'Wl

snaql€(41;q: I

a';{ ~ ~~I~-=1 SI~:;ij~;qffi:r ~ ~~

~"IRd;:;qq6"<Wij'ffi~ Iq1:1T~:of ~ 1 ~tt am+rr
~~I"
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- We are going to prove thGt Sushupti means

Such a knowledge serves a purpose,

Brahman.

namely that individual Jiva

lS

ascertained to be

identical with Brahman and it is realized to be
free froln the dealings consequent on the dream
and waking st:a tes. Hence the individual's deep
sleep means l\TMAN~
c)

From this standpoint, the non-perception

in Jeep sl~ep i. e.~ the common man's experience
-that 'I know nothing in deep sleep~ is fiot due to
causal ignorance or BEEJ ~\VlnY A, but due to
oneness of the
B~ha.

Self.

It is clear ly stated

In

Upanishad Bhashya-'4j3j23 to 4/3/30.

d)

In

Siitra

Bhashya -2j3j18.,

I:"efer

the

sentence;

"~ gfll~! ~ ~d4;:a ~m

.. ~·

~ ~ at~iflRiMdl,

'l

+l6Ifu-

~

~ 1 ~ ~~ Wfil:(~ SI6fi1~ernt
~,~~~~t"
-As for the objection that the people in
deep sleep etc." have no awareness .... this appearance
of absence 'Of awareness is owing

tQ

the absence

of objects of knowledge, but not owing to th'e
absence of consciousness.

Here Shankara gives

one illustration that in the dark night a torch

light is illumined and directed towards the sky,
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and though there is light we cannot see anything.
Because there is nothing else to be illumined by
this torch light. So also in deep sleep the nature
of the Self is full of pure consciousness,. but there
is no other second thing to be known apart from
the_Self.

~ an~ a{Sf aif€t;o{e:<*i~~(€I€N: ~q
~~, i:b(Oq1~44{ ~~oo;f EfT ~~ ~+rT~
~~~ m£(fl~~i Rq;=r ~;mftfu ~
ato;f\'64d,
e)

"q

......

~

......

~-at::l'SlT;I&1:rrI'::J';o{:ri(9R, QJ.fi~E(I~~:

I"

- [ Brhadaranayaka Bhashya-4/3/21 ]
- Here Shankara says, in deep sleep the
individual is freed from ignorance which is the
cause of duality.
Atman is pure consciousness.
He is capable of seeing anything.
He does not
see anything in deep sleep because nothing other
than Atman exists there to see. The individual Jiva
is one with SAT and SAT only. Therfore he doesnot know anything .
. Previously it is said in Shankara::Bhashya on
Mandukya Karika .(~gama Prakarana - 2 that,
"ij-1~C1~fir

'w:{

fi6fo.~~1{ ~(~n~ 51~

~:rr.=n~« ~ tter, ~m

f5ltlf

~ ~?tQ

(~~'l"

The causal'condition is also verily experienced
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in this body from such cognition of the man who
is awakened from deep sleep, as, '1 did not know
a nything ~ a t the time of deep sleep ).'

Therefore

it said that one Atman, is perceived as three fold

( Vishva, Taijasa & Priijna ) in this body and :in
the Jagrat state alone.
This is said from the standpoint of empirical
view - the

non-perception

attributed to the Self.

1n

deep

sleep

1S

But: in the above said

manner. the standpoint has been changed from the
empirical to the direct experience of the Self.
So
from the standpoint of Viveka, Sushupti-hood of
Sushupti will be removed and it is recognised as
:the true nature of the Self.

This is the fourth

viewpoint of Suskupti
Neglecting

these

sub-commentators

p(jst~Shankara

viewpoints

have

taken

the

empirical

viewpoint as the standard and have said that ;"

i) In Sushupti there is seed-form of the world
with Atman and the same seed-form is called as
Mulavidya and Vasanabija etc., that

IS

the cause

for this Unive['s~
ii) Hence one should get the experience of
Asamprajnata Samadhi where there is no deep
sleep as well as the a ppearance of dualistic world,
then he will transcends avidya and hence the
experience of the Sushupti

is not eno.ugh or
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sufficient to get Self-knowledge. All these types
of wrong notions including the idea that Jiva goes
to Sushupti and comes back ~tc., are propagated.
The author of Vivarana (commentator of the
Panchapadika ) writes:

"

~

~

~

n

SilftID~ ~~:(I",q:

~:

..

n
;m~
n~.~~· "!

~ t=nf~ i{f..~: I ~~ ~q-an~~(E{
~. ~lF«L aTR.~~fq~~€(f;:tfu=e@:~~~;.i

q

~ I"

- [ qs::qql~-~11I'{].

-According to Vivarana, the intuition of
non-dual Atman is in the Yogic trance of
Asamprajnata Samadhi, while the perception of
duality is due to the defect engendered by the
Prarabdha Karma ( i. e., fructified karma ).
This explanation of Vivarana,

IS

in direct

opposition to Shankara who says in emphatic
terms;
";{:qf~ &o4qttl(l~leitS~lfEt:iJq{;w~~~ ~
~. ~;

'e"tE4+4fts' ~'fu j(~q~I""q4:~r
fcroq ~fl \"
- [ Siitra Bh ashya-2/1/14

1

-The Self is not to be attained in any
particular state or condition, for the identity of
the Self and Brahman stated is 'That Thau Art' is
~'not

contingent on any particular state.
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This innovation is diametrically opposed to
Gaudapada's dictum (Gaudapada Karika-l/17)
alsQ that Atman is always Nisprapancha ( fit~qs;:q )
i. e. free from all duality"
According to Sri Satchidanandendra Saraswati
Swamiji's teachings and Shankara's Bhashyas if we
try to understand the various standpoints adopted
for the purpose of teachings, then all our doubts
will get removed.

O:a:.A..PTER-IV

DE'lERMINING 1"R6 NA'I'URti OF
..URIYA
When is one established in Turiya?
r~plied by Ga_udapiida :

It is thus

"~~T ~: ~ f;:(~ c:RE{~e: I

fttq4'(Oa ~: aftOi ~~ q€i+t~d II"
[ Gaudapada Karika-l/15 ]
Dream belongs to one who wrongly cognises
the Reality and sleep to one who does not know
the Reality. When the erroneous knowledge in
these two is removed one a ttains the sta te that is
Turiya called the' Fourth'.
To explain the above Karika, here it will be
given some important points regarding the

Avasthiitraya and the nature of Turiya.

I.

Description of the three states from four
different viewpoints:

The three states are described In Mandukya
Upanishad and Gaudapada Karikas from the
standpoint of four different aspects ( angles of
vision) :
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As is commonly known by all that the

present state is the waking state. When we speak
a bout our entering the deep sleep and where we
do not know anything, that is the state of deep

sleep.
In the middle, before waking. we
experience sometimes the dream and this is the
dream state. According to this common belief
Vedanta starts to teach one's own. true' nature
which is the substratum of these three sta toes and
explains in the first place that the appearance of
the real nature of the Self in the form of wakIng
state is the Vaishviinara Piida (~~err.=R: q]~)~ the
appearance in the form of dream state as the
Toijasa Piida ( ~~ 'IDt). W-hen both the states
are absorbed in the Self1 it is called Prajna Piida

(

m~ t{Jt{ ).

This is one type of discrimination about the
three states.
ii)

According to Sri Gauda pada 1 these three

states are explained from the standpoint of their
special features. According to this the functions
of sense organs with the outer world is waking,
the functions of mind alone is dream, and the
merging of the mind in one's own Self is the sleep.
From this standpoint we can observe the
experiences of all the three states in th is present
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waking state alone. This is said in Karika-l/2.
and more elab0rately in the commentary oil this
Karika by Sri Swami ji of Holeriarsi pur, in his
Mandukya Rahasya Vivritihi.
This is the second type of the description of
the three states.
iii) From the standpoint of
Moksha
Vyavahiira, according to Shastra; one should get
the knowledge 0r realisation of one's own true
nature of the Self to get Moksha (,~).
From
this standpoint, Sri Gaudapada explains the three
states in his Ka·rikas from 1/11 to 16. According
to this- portion, non""perceptiQn of the real nature
of the Self is the sleep, and misunderstanding
regarding the nature of the Self (such as
misunderstanding the nature of the Self as
wa king, dream etc.) is dream and realising the real
nature of the Self through Viveka is the real
waking. When this teal waking takes place the
aspirant himself remains as Turiya (~~). When
a person a wakes to the 'tt-uth., he realises there
neither this sleep (= non-perception) nor this
dream ( =misunderstanding ) from the standpoint
of the intuition of Turiya, the real Atman.
These are explained in Karikas-- 1/11 and 1/16.
This is the third type of discrimination of the
'-J
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three states.
From the standpoint of third description of
Avasthatraya. the generic and specifie characters
are ascribed on Vishva and Taijasa and also on

-Projna that is, on the three states of consciousness
- waking, dream and sleep.

According to this,
we do not know our true nature of the Self while
we are in waking

state~

Not only this, but we

have a Iso misunderstood our true nature as "I am
a man,-r am a doer of aGtions, I am happy .. I

misera ble'

etc.

So

there

IS

am

non-perception

regardiQg the real nature of the Self and there is

it is in the case of
waking., so also it is in the case of dream.
The non-perception is called causal ignorance
( Kitraniividyij ) and the misconception is -called
eff~ctive
ignorance (Karyiividyii).
In deep
mlsconception also.

As

sleep, though ftom the standpoint: of Shruti and

re.. lised pe"l'SODs, At:man of the nature of pure
consciousness alone

remains

there.,

from

t:he

standpoint of M6ksha Vyavahara, there is no
possibility of getting the Self"'know ledge in deep
sleep.

Hence what is superitnposed here, is the

non-pel'"ception regarding the real nature of the

Self in sleep. From this viewpoint it is said that
'Prajaa is bound by causal ignorance' (_~..
1if~-Gaudapada Karika-IJl1).
In this way
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the "non-perception" of the real nature of the Self

is- the generic or common characteristic of
three states.
But "misunderstanding"
specific nature of Vishva and Taijasa. So
"n0n-percef)tion' is the specific feature of

all the
is the
also the
Prajna

v

Therefore, the three states a re classified into two
groups only and these are deliberately imputed to
the Self for the purpose of teaching.

All these

ways of attributions are enumerated in 'I-(iii)'
above. When the error of absence of knowledge
and the error of misconception are sublated by the
dawn of the true knowledge, then one comes to be
convinced that he is really the Tur'iya (the 4th)
beyond all the illusory states.
iv)

The three states are also described ·by

Gaudapada in the fourth chapter of Mandiikya
Karika using some Buddhistic terminology such as

Laukika (~~), Suddha Laukika (@r~~),
L6k6ttara ( ~til~). These words are used in the
context of comparative study of Buddhism and
Vedanta and to show the difference between the
two doctrines by Shri Gaudapada.
In the last
portion of the book Shri Gaudapada wants to show
his own Prakriya which is taught in Vedantathe trihasic method.
But the intention here jg
that the words like Laukika, Shuddha Laukika
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and L6kottara

which ar;e

used

7S

in Buddhistic

literature for a particular sense and which are to

Y 6ga
according to th.eir system in 'Order to get the
mystic experience of these three states which are
concerned "to an individual person -but: the same
words can be. used here to denote that the words
can be applied more appropriately to the Tribasic
method of Vedanta rather than to the Buddhistic
philosophy and determining the nature of Turiya
is the main purport foe describing in this way~
This is also clearly stated by Shankara in his
<com.mentary on Maudiikya Karikas-4j:B7~ 88
&89.
be

achieved

ths;ough

the

pcactice

of

Gaudap3da applies the terms ~Laukika'
( common exp.efience ), ' Suddha Laukika~ (pure
experience) and
"'L6k6ttara' ( transcendental
experience) to waking, dream and deep sleep
respectively, unlike a Vijnanavaciln who recognizes
three grades of consciousness. The thr:-e_e states are
really no states of consciousness.

They are only

the Witnessing pure consciousness taking the garb
of these states, pure consciousness being unaffected
by their appearance or disappearance~

The three

states admit neither of juxtapositIon In space nor
of succession in. time.
This is a way to describe the Avasthas and

16
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this is the fOl:1rth kind of description of Avasthas.

11.

Determining the true nature of tbe Self
throogh tbe viveka.

Before going to determine the true nature of
Turiya through Viveka, which as an important
thing in Vedanta. we have to remember some
crucial points-;
a) Turiya is not a state at all as is usually
understood like fourth avasthii by pres'ent-day
Vedantins. It is the real nature of Self.
b) The substratum of the waking is Turiya,
so also in the case of the dream.
c) From the standpoint of waking and dream
the name -of sleep is attributed on the Turiya
itself.
d)

The reality which appears in the form of

three states to the ignorant-that very reality
itself is Turiya as it is the substratum of all the
three states.
e)

Turiya is absolutely free from- the 'taint of

avasthas i. c. It remains unaffected by the
appearance or disappearance of the three states.
f)

Turiya -in relation to these three states

which are conceived to be really existing owing to
ignorance, is said to be the -Fourth for the purpose
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of teaching alone.
As Turiya IS no avastha or state, so the
popular identlfrcation of it with Nirvika/pa
g)

Samadhi ( f;{fCR~ ~~ ) is altogether unfounded.
h)

The Turiya has no specific features which

described by wotds «Otc{:tf.i4SltMMm"d~(Cfi~ ~ ~~ ~- Mandiikya Mantra
Bhashya - 7 ).
could

be

i)

The Turiya is the self-evident inmost Self

and hence no description. definition or proof of
lts existence is needed.

It is not to be gained

new ly by efforts.
Here it is said in Karika ( -1/15) that "when
the two errors of these two (i. e. non-apprehension and misapprehension of Reality) which are
deliberately attributed on the Turiya for the
purpose of teaching, are removed one attains the
state that is Turiya."

Strictly speaking it is not a

state at all and also it is not to be attained newly
by some efforts.

But from the standpoint of

superimposition of three states it is said in the
manner-'the Turiya is the state which will be
attained'.

And those errors are rescinded In

Karika-l/16 :
"at;tI'R~I~
at&\:q

-When

~

wit ~ ~: ~ I
~. ~

{oRESlmm (f ~~~, ~

the Jiva

"

"

or the individual Soul
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wakes up from his beginningless illusory dream,
then he becomes aware ot the truth, by dint of
teaching imparted by the Shrutis & the preceptor,
that

it

is

really the

non-duality) unborn.

secondless one
forever

(~the

unsullied

or

untainted by the sleep of ignorance or by the
dream of wrong knowledge".
So by the nega tion of the fa lse a ppearance of
these three states through Viveka one can remain
In his true nature, at the very end of discrImina-

tion and this true nature IS ever-luminous Turiya.
Shankara clearly states that Turiya IS not a
separate state apart from these three states.
the substratum of these three states.

It IS

If it were to

be the fourth state ( i. e beyond the experience of
these three states) there will be no way to realise
the nature of Turiya.

Hence the teaching of the

Sh3 stra will be a futile exerCIse and Turiya would
be a void ( ==the ultimate Reality Itself does not
eXIst).

So it is not a separate state, the ultimate

Reality itself is appearing in the forms of these
three states of consciousness (Mandiikya Bhashya
of

Mantra -7)1

and further

in

same

place
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Shankara says that these three sta tes are only
imaginations, that is Vikalpas ( feref.t?l) and when
this thing is realised through Viveka and the
appearance of these three states is negated or
falsIfied by means of right intuitive knowledge,
then the ultimate RealIty manifests itself As It -Is

i. e., one will remain himself as Turiya at that
tIme and there remains no need to search for any
other nleans of knowledge or any other disciplIne
for the realisatIon of T uriya after comprehending
the Import of the Vedantic texts. 2
Here Shri
Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji has given a
foot note In

hIS Kannada

translation

of the

Bh2":shya that apart from Viveka there is no need
to get the fourth Avastha like Samadhi etc.~ and
there

IS

no

Prasankhyana

need

of

disciplines

(repetitIon

Vedanta Vakyas) etc.
Persons who have not

of

such

as

kn~owledge

of

Elsewhere he has saId,
understood this

truth

Imagine that, the Vedantic text only YIelds In

-~-~2-"~~ BtITW.1~6b(!q~ilr.=rT ~sfq an(~
Qft41;:a:~~~;r'm:ijq.:ta ~ ~
.ma~~;;{SIiIlijH1+1C6I.

~~~

arm:rFf

~~ttfqQ

ar.;~Slq~'ilMC!Rt~ ~ qf~W{ ~fu g;(1mf~ sm1UI~ ;ey~;:q(

en

~ ~l"

- [ Mandiikya Mantra Bhashya - 7 ]
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indirect

knowledge (~~q) of Atman and

hence the repeated practice of the knowledge of
the Mahavakyas ( EIICflI*l;{l~~ or SlH,o:I:4IWi) or the
merging of the world of multiplicity in ~~tman by
means of meditation (SlqQ..:q$(fct~A or Laya-chintana )
or the practice of Patanjala Yoga (qlij605t(.05~~)
etc.. are necessary. to get Atma-Sakshatkara or
fourth Avastha like Samadhi.'
In one occasion Shankara explicitly states
that "one who is the Prajna (sn~) having the
seed-form of the world and having causal
19norance (seed-form of ignorance or Avidya
Bija }.-that same Prajna in his true nature IS
the Turiya., when his being the potential seed of
the world is not taken into account."
See
the foJIowing Bhashya portion of Mandiikya
K5 rika -1/2 ~
"(jI+laf):atlctOO ~ S41~lof(EI-I;aq~ ~~q~

~W:;f~;Q~ ~~ ~L~ I"
Here Shankara clearly says that '·one who

IS

Prajna from the standpoint of attributIon of
world and ignorance, that same Prajna is Turiya

In his true nature, altogether free from the body
and other conditioning a ssocia tes."

F or this the

readers have to refer the fourth viewpoint
regarding Sushupti (~fR) which is explaIned
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Chapter-III.

cognises his true nature

~f -the
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Thus when one

Self as ever Tu[' ..ya~

"then the two types of errors. viz., non-perception
a nd misconception regarding the real nature of
'the Self will be removed~

The same thing is said

in the Karika No.-l/15 WhLCh is quoted in the
beginning of this Cha pter_
III. Process of d-etermining the nature of Turlya
( Toriyatva Pl"atipatti Kramaba ) :
The scriptures (Upanishads) tea'ch or signify

t:he essential nature of Turiya (.t\tman) by
Ataddharma Nivartana i. e. by negating all the
qualities or characteristics of An2tman i. e ...
not-self, which are superimposed on our Atman

or misconceived in Atmah thrt:>ugh Avidya.
The process oJ determinIng- the nature of
TUl"iya is given very beautifully by Shri Swamiji in

his Maudiikya Rahasya Viviriti. I shall give the
the signific~nces of this portion- ~~fuqffii$1;"
which contains the six types of negations on the
ground of iut,uitional experience of the real
natuce of the Self

For this. purpose Shankara

declares in the Mandiikya Bbashya 7 that:
"~~~~-S1+(lijlQ<t.Uq((e+\!?6'~ tteI ~~

~:U""N~I~!~~Rtf(m f~ 4"

&2
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-Therefore, it is established that :the
rescission of unreal attributes superimposed upon
Atman is accomplished simultaneously with the
manifestation of the knowledge which, in itself is
the means for the negation of duality.
Here
'Vijniina' means the intuitional experience of one's
own true nature.
Pratishedha ( m~~

)

On this firm ground the
or negation of the superim-

posed appearance will take place. To negate this
mlsconcept~on the Pramana ( SImUl) is the sentences
of Vedanta and the instruction of the Guru.
So
the Shastra & the Acharya are the pramanas
which negate the attributions on the firm ground
of intuitional experIence.
Shankara further
remarks:

-The function of the Shrutis is to remove
duality and not to affirm something about
non-duality, for that would be a contradiction in
terms.
The fact is that the negation of the
superimposed factors is the only way to direct the
attention of the seeker towards the Turiya
a's it is Self-evident inmost-self of the seeker.
Hence the aphorism of the right tradition:

nIts
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validity is substantiated by its negation of wrong
ascl."iptions.~·

At last, at the sametime one takes a

stand in his true nature which is Turiya.

Viveka is the only means to get TU[,iya.
the

significance

of the

So

This is

sentence_ of Bhashya

( Mandiikya -7 ) quoted above (for more details
see next article No. - IV )-

Now for Turiyatva Pratipattikramaha ( ~~
SlrnqRtitM.. ),

I shall furnish the significances of six

types of negations which are furnished by the
Swamiji in his Mandiikya Rahasya Vivritl as
already noted above.

Turlya is sought to be indicated by the negation of all attributes ( characteristics ) :

"~-stRt~~ct~~f;(~~." --Shankaca
{ Mandiikya Bhashya-7 )
i)

Pramiit ritva Niriikarana (SI+t kt~q ~ ).

According

to common experience we a-r.e

Pcamatrs meaning

~knowers

of the external objects

through 'the means of right knowledge such as
Indl'iyas and Antahkaranas'.

Due to this knower-

ship we see the dualistic world as if it is there
really.

But: according

to

Shruti,all

these are

Brahman and there is no multiplicity at all (~
it ..... M

Nlo.oqi{

~-4/4/19),

but:

we

see

the
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multiplicity here.

So this is the misconception:

To remove this misconception the aspirant should

observe the following process:
The knowership which appears in the waking
or in dream state is due to Adhyasa or taking
wrong

identification

with

Antahkarana.

and

mutual transference of the natures of Antahkarana
and the Real Self.

Hence it -is here "Pramatrtva is

When an aspirant realises his true
nature which is' the witness of these two states,
from that standpoint of transcendental reality, he
IS the pure and absolute nature of consciousness.
By cognising this truth, he falsifies hIS own
pramatrtva ( knowership ).
By this the misconAdhyasika'.

ception of seeing the dualistic world is removed,
Here "seeing' the dualistic world as if It is there IS
itself a dream because it is the misconception
due to Adhyasa.

This type of dream will vanish

through the discrimination shown above.

The

first type of negation is caned as PRAMATRITV A

NIRAKARANA.

The dualistIc world win be

there only from the standpoint of Prama tr and
not from the Witness.
li)

ThlS is the secret here.

AgrahGna Nirakarana and Bijabhiil'a
Niriikarana ( ~~ ~ m~~:

).

From the standpoint of waking and dream
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states we say that in deep sleep we know nothing.
duali~tic

This non-perception of the

world IS

attributed on deep sleep state from the standpoint
of wakIng and dream alone. This wrong notIon IS
called as 'Agrahana of Nidrii:.

To remove this

wrong notion one should obse-rve that the pure
BeIng whIch IS our true nature-from that pure
BeIng alone the states like waking and dream
emerge out and sustaIn by the same heing and at
last they merge In the same being.
appearance of the

states dIsappear and

become one with the Being.
which

rema Ins

In

So, the false

deep

they

This pure' BeIng

sleep

IS

called

as

Avyakl itiitmii
( ~~mr ),
meaning having
unma nifested seed-form of toth the states.
ThIs
a ttribution

IS

appearance

and disappearance of the dualistic

states

1.

e.~

made

from

wakIng & dream.

the

standpoint

of

But from the stand-

point of the ihtuitional experience of- the deep
sleep as it is, the Avyakritatm a: is the pure and
a bsolute consciousness without the second.
IS

the

true

nature of everyone.

This

From this

standpoint there is no questIon of knowing or
not-knowIng because it is the pure consciousness.
By thIS process of discrImination one will get rid
of the wrong Idea that, "I know nothing in deep
sleep'.

This

is

Agrahnaroopa

Nidriiviparyiisa
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Kshayaha.
From this, we shall observe that the attribution of the seed-form of the Universe

which

is superimposed from the stadpoint of Vaidika
Vyavahara

also

will be removed because the

appearance of the Universe is only a false

appea-

rance and hence the seed-form also is a false
attribution.

As the Self is

of the

nature

non-dual one in deep sleep, this nature
uninterruptedly
states appear.

while

the

of

continues

waking and

dream

Thus the attribution of the Jagat

Bija is also removed.

When one discerns that

the nature of the Self is

pure and

absolute

consciousness and non-dual one, then he will get
rid of idea of 'not knowing' the non-dual nature
of the Self also, which is called as causal ignorance
or Bijiividyii or Avidyii- Bijii.

Because as the Self is

pure conSCIousness, he has no Agrahana ( ~) or
Anyathagrahana (~~) just as in the sun
whose nature is ever resplendent there cannot be
any possibility of non-shining or shining in. any
way other than that of the sun (.;:r ~
SF6T~~ d(fe4~?+tSl6bI~ ~st€fiI:(J;i

<afic(tR: ~
en ~ I'

-Mandiikya Karika Bhashya -1/12 ).
This second type of negation is called AGRAHANA

NIRAKARANA

NIRAKARAN A.

AND BIJABHAVA

Here the Bija means the seed-
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-form of the world as well a s A vidya Bi ja.
iii) Anekiitmatva Nirakarana (~~m~).
Either in waking or in dream we assume that
there are so many souls or selves in this world.
According to Sankhya, Vaisheshika~ Patanjala
y 6ga etc., this hold is taken a s real.
So they
agree that there are many souls (Anekiitma Vada
-fiT~), because they have no comprehensive

visIon of lif e which

IS

denoted in Upanishads.

According to Vedanta, from the standpoint of
empirical view when we believe that 'I am in this
world' etc., by taking the identification with the
body, then It is correct to say that there are so
many other persons and creatures in this world.
But, from the standpoint of the true nature of the
Witness of the

whole state, the same witness of

waking or dream. IS called as Vaishviinara or

Taijasa. because this witnessing principle is the
substratum and the essence of these states.

From

this view-point the same Witness appeared

in

the form of all souls ( Jivas ) either In waking or
In dream without forfeiting His true nature ( a.:rRll-

~t§\q]qf«ql~er ~~). So, Vishva alone is the
Self of all the beings and Taijasa alone is the Self
of all the beings which have appeared in waking
and dream respecti vely.
By this discrlmination
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one gets rid of the wrong notion of multiplicity of
the Self.
This third type of negation of the
niultipUcaty of ,the selves is called ANEKATMA-

TVA NIRAKARANA.
iv)

Vishviidi

Sthani

dharma

( men~_~~: ).

Niriikarana

Due to the adjuncts of waklng~ dream and
deep sleep states which are conjured up on:the real
nature of the Self by Avidya- from the standpoInt
of these adjuncts, the real Self appears as if he has
taken the form of Vishva

Taijasa and Projna.

In these three appearances there

is difference

among Ol1e another as stated in the Shrutis;

"He

who is in the wakIng sta te of outward consciousness is Vaishvanara, experiencer of the Gross'
(Maudiikya

Mantra -3 );

'He who

IS

in the

dream state. of inward consciousness IS the Taijasa
experiencer of the subtle' (Mandiikya Mantra4 ); He who is in the state of sound sleep, reduced
to a single entity only, one mass of consciousness,
is Prajna, experiencer of Bliss' ( Mandukya Mantra
--5).

Though this is a fact, if we observe from

the standpoint of the real nature of the Self whIch
is the su bstra tum of these false imaginations, He is
ever devoid of all adjuncts.

From this standpOInt

there is no difference among

Vi.,hva,

Taijasa
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and Priijna which manifest themselves In these
three states and they cannot be regarded as
pertainIng to the essentIal nature of Atman,
because Atman of the nature of Pure ConscIous-

All these seeming Selves
are essentially identical with the Tur1ya.
By
realising this truth one can get rid of the dream
of misunderstandIng the Self as Vishva, Taijasa
etc. This fourth type of negation is called Vishvaad i
Sthaonidharma Niraakarna. ('~~~(q1~TMem

ness alone remains there.

mm

~

....:rJ:

qf{t!~

fcr~CISIfu~~: I

;:n~~+rfu

~S1e:>{rutt~ I
;:{ ~~~ ~~~'-Mandukya
Mantra Bh ashya-7 ).
v)

Jiigradiidi
(

Sthiinadharma

Nirakarana

~T!:Iiif~ mcN~ ).

In this way though from the standpoint of
waking state we assume that there are three
states and they are different from one another and
that they are really existing in the Self etc., one
should observe that the appearance of a partIcular
state Inevitably cancels the very existence of the
other two.
self-identity

But the Atman, who maintains his
unaffected

by the

appearance or

disappearance of the states, is clearly seen to be
the only entity that is really Real.
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("~~~~iisftr ~~aeIf~lfl. a:R=r~~,
~~~qq~~~6fiWqQ~Q
~5ff
~~~fl.~~ ~~ \"
-Mandiikya
Mantra Bhashya -7 ).
Hence these are only false appearances such
as the snake, garland, waterflow etc., superimposed
on the rope.

By determInIng thIs one can easily

get rid of the belief that there are three states.
And he will realise that the states-waking,

dream & deep sleep have no Independent existence
apart from Self. By this the dream~ that is the
misconception of assuming the reality of the
states will vanish.
This fifth type of negation
is called .Jaagradaadi Sthaanadharma Niraakaran8

( '~~~+Wr ~tRtT~ ~r~~+fT+l1er ~~"-Mandukya
Mantra Bh.-7 ).
vi)

Sadviliyalva

Niriikarana

m~tI: ).

From the standpoint of ego,

1.

e. Pramatf., it

appears that the real' nature of the Self is the
witness of these three states. But as the Self is
there so also the states are also there.
Self is not non- dual one.
raised

Hence the

This objection may be

when one takes identification with the

Pramatttva of the waking state.

Though this is
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the thing, the appearance of the states are only
false appearances due to ignorance and hence they
have no existence at all.
But the Self whose
nature is pure, absolute consciousnesS IS called as
Turiya from the standpoint of those false appearances ('m~~g~~"--as stated In Mangala
S16kas by Bhashyakara in the beginnIng of
Mandilkya Bhashya).

This Self is ever devoId of

all specIal features and non-dual nature of conSCIousness alone.

When the aspIrant takes a stand

In thIS true nature of hIS own Self, then there will
be no complaInt regardIng
because the

the

three

states,

complainer of the states IS

the

Pramatr of the wakIng state, not the real nature
of the Self. If thIs truth IS realIsed then one will
get awakened from the dream that there is a
dualistic world apart from the Self.

This last

type of negation is called Sadviteeyatva Niraa-

karana.
So it is correct to say tha t when one cognises
the transcendental reality then he will get rid of
the wrong notions regarding the real nature of
the Self.

This is called as a ttalning the Turiya-

hood (C'g;(l~q~~a~C'- G. K.-l/15).
Strictly
speakIng it is not really attaining the Turlya
newly, because he is already Turiya.
It is only
getting rid of the wrong notIons 1. e. to despel or
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to cease one's identification with not-selves with
the help of teachings of the Shastra & the Guru.
The reader

IS

referred to the following Bhashya

portion rega rding this ;
"~~ arfefmc~'R:~~umt?{·

~

g

~

~~ ~il: ~~~~~ l"

.

~

i(&If'U'(

( Gita

Bhashya-19/50 ).
-"Therefore, we have only to elIminate what
is falsely ascribed to Brahman by Avidya; we
have to make no more effort to acquire a knowledge of Brahman as he is qUIte Self-evident."
So through dIscrImination only one can get
Turiya.

IV. Significance of the metbod of getting Turiya
according to BbaasbJ8 :
"~~fl

m~erl'~~-SlmO"(~q-r~

~~

~

an~ ~~;:a:~6fl~~~ f~I{I"
~"Therefore

it is established that the cessa-

tion of such unreal attributes as Antah-Prajna etc.,
superImposed upon Atman is simultaneous with
the manifestatIon of the knowledge, which, in
itself, IS the means ( Pramiina ) for the negation
of duality"
Here Pratishedha' (m~cr) means negation
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of attributions, ~Vijniina' (feoor.t) means taking

the standpoint of Witnessing principle of life
which IS beyond the ego and which is to be
realIsed through the Intuitional experience (one's
own Anubhava).

On this firm ground of the

intuitional experience of the real nature of the
Self one should negate all types of superimposItIons which are conjured up through ignorance.
To do thIs, 'Pramiina' (Sl+fTUJ) IS required.
Pramana means the utterances of the Upanishads
and

the

naturally
the Self.
become

InstructIons

of the

Guru who

establIshed

In

true

hIS

has

nature of

This is Pramana by means of which we
aware of the

negatIon of

superimposed on Atman.

attributes

This pramana denotes

that the Self IS not a Prameya (SI~) (i. e. an
objectifiable one) and
Pramiitr;

(~).

the

So

distinctIons of knower

t

It

aspirant is not a
cancels

the

triple

knowledge & knowable

("!:Im~~~~:"-Mandiikya Mantra Bh.-7).
Simultaneously with this
realised. Shankara says;

assurance, Tur1ya is

"~ ft :OT~ ~~ m~~ ~&I ~ffiqqTFffiIwsrre.
~ ~, ~~R~~'l arl'S('SI~ stfuq,.~fl. arfcr~r
~q(j
~-~~~~i{l~~~~ i'~- ( Siitra
Bh ashya-ljl/4 ).
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-"The scriptures do not indeed propose

to

teach Brahman positively by saying, 'This IS so &
so', but they teach Brahman as no object at all.
On account of its being the inmost Self (of the
knower) they remove all the distInctions created
by Aviciya such as the 'knowable', the 'knower'
and the 'knowledge."
When the aspirant uses this
Antahkarana
This

a

function

( '~~'lR:').

type
IS

Pramana~

in

hIS

of function takes place.

described

here

as

Vyapiira

The function is as follows ( when the

aspirant turns inwardly in accordance wIth the
guidance of the Shastra & the Acharya ) :
Antahkarana stops to see outer thIngs
through the sense organs.
i)

ii)

It gives up the thinking regardIng outer

things through the mind.
iii)

It rejects imaginning or

inferring the

matter through the intellect.
iv)

It gives up the idea of

am a doer of actions',
mIserable'

and

I

~I

am so &

am happy',

so, I
'I am

so on-the feelings which will

arise by taking the identification with the ego.
v) Lastly he completely turns his attention
towards the

Witnessing

principle of the ego

through discriminatIon and concentration.
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At thIS stage the aspIrant himself remains as
Tur'iya (witness) and the Antahkarana which
follows this nature (1. e., which gives up ItS
functIons of conceivIng or ideations and attains

Amanastam (31+l ....'Ed""t )-a state of no-mind)
also starts to appear in the form of Witnessing
principle as it IS completely pervaded and directly
illuminated by the Self just like the sunshine that
illumInes and pervades the mirage.
( "ti51 ffiI iI:~l~ f~g:;rr\'!ffi:t R~~I~~~~ :;;r f~ qy~

~ts&ff~~wi

oo.mrfu

f~~fq ~~+Tf.::(lt

<re;gr~ g~~Q~~T~Uf~mrHll"-+11OG,-q~~
~:I)

This correct reflectIon of the true nature of
the

Self

When

IS

this

Atmapratyaya (en~~).
Atmapratyaya (i. e. Nirvikalpa
called

Vidyiin;tti arIses one gets rid of this wrong notions
of Antahprajnatva (~51~'kE4IRt) etc., simultaneously.

Then, all duality becomes subIa ted or

falsified

and -their substrate of non-duality IS

realized.

This IS the true significance of the

above
should

sentence of the Bhashya.
observe the above

An aspirant

described

functIon

through whIch he remains as non-dual one.
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V.

EXAMINING THE
TIONAL

NATURE OF THE INTUi-

bXPERIENCE

OF

THE

PRESENT

MOMENT ALSO LEADS TO THE DETERMINATION

OF

TURIYA

WHICH

IS

THE

REAL

NATURE OF THE SELF:

Shri Shri Satchidanandendra Saraswati Swamiji
has given in his SanskrIt introductIon to Mandiikay Rahasya VivrtI, a process of discriminatIon
of the intuitional experience of the
moment which is very subtle and crucial.

present

The Intuitional experience which appears as
if It is conditIoned or circumscribed by the present
moment appears as waking state as compared to
the dream experIence whIch had takeli place In
the past.
The same experIence appears to be
equal to the dream If we take the standpOInt of
direct experIence of each state as it appears during
that period.

When both these states are deter-

mined as similar and equal, then the waking itself
becomes a dream.

By thIS type of discrimination

and seeIng the equality between the two states we
have sublated the waking state in the dream i. e·
Vishva in Taijasa.

That the whole phenomenon

of the dream state including the outer and the
inner phenomenon i. e. Macrcocosm and Microcosm are both false appearances, is a fact accepta ble to all.

I t IS determIned

by

the

people
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possessed of discrIminating nature that the dream
has no reality even though the Universe of the
dream appears as if it is there during the dream
tIme as it is a false appearance.
The reality is
only the Self who is the substratum of the dream
( Here dream and waking are both considered as
dream ).
As in deep sleep state there is no dualistic
world, similarly even at the time of appearance
of the dream there is really no dualistic world or

In this way dream has become equivalent to the deep sleep. The special feature of the
dream state ( i. e. waking & dream) is the misconception regarding the real nature of the Self
and, of course, the non-apprehension of the
rea Ii ty of the Self is persisting there in the dream
( both waking & dream )-this non-apprehension
being the special feature of the deep sleep. From
the standpoint of this non-apprehension also the
dream and deep sleep are equal. In this way the
waking has become dream and dream has become
deep sleep.
Now we a have to take the standpoint of the
direct intuitional experience of the deep sleep.
From this standpoint there is nothing but the Self
whose nature is pure consciousness, Absolute,
Non-dual and this is called as Nirvikalpa ChaiUnIverse.

9S
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tanyamaatram ( ~m~ ~~m~ ).

By determining this, all the wrong notions such as deep sleep,
having the

non-apprehension of the Self and

having the seed-form of the waking etc., are all
cognised to be attributed from the standpoint of
the waking world. So the deep sleep itself has
remained here as Turiya.

This is said by Shri

Gaudapada as "when the two errors of these two
( i. e· misconception and non-apprehension) are
removed, one attains the state of Turiya" (M. K.----

1/15 ).
According to this teaching, the true na ture of
the present moment is only the Turiya.
To
attain this conclusion one should sublate the states
one by one, the present state in the previous state
through discrimination.

By this, at the end of

the discrimination Qne remains in natural state of
his own Self which is called as Turiya and is ever
devoid of the 'Knower', the 'Knowledge' and the
'Known' and as unborn Absolute Consciousness.
All these are taught by the Grand Preceptor
Shri Gaudapada through his lucid teachings.
It
being so

we do

not know

how

this

grand

preceptor could be equalised with the Idealism
(i.. e. Vijnanavada ) or NihilIsm ( Shunyavada ).
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VI. Turiya Vedane kramaha ( ~~ ~~: ) ~
( To determine the nature of Turiya what
type of process could be applied? )
"When the knowledge of Laukika (Waking),
Sud<lhalaukika (Dream) and Lokottara

~

Deep

Sleep) is attained and when the threefold knowable is realized by a gradual process & the Turiya
(the fourth )-the non-dual, unborn fearless
entity is intuIted, the aSpIrant has taken his stand
In hlS own Self-his true nature"- G. K.

Bh.-4/89.
It is said as follows:

At first, we have to

take La ukika ( ~f€£6fi ), meaning the Self to whom
the whole waking world is the upadhi. Due to this
adjunct of waking he is called as Vaishvanara.
The innermost Self who is the substratum of the
whole waking state including macrocosm ( cosmic-consciousness) and microcosm (individual.-I
consciousness) is called as Vaishvanara. Here an
aspirant should not give any predominance to the
waking state but to the Self who is the substratum. Then he intuits that, ~'the whole waking
state appears and disappears in me'~.
By this
cognition, he loses his identification with his
individuality. Knowing of this is called as the
knowledge of Laukika.
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Observing the experience of th e dream state,
he has to cognise the absence of waking in tha t
state.

Though from the standpoint .of waking

there is difference between waking and dream,
observing the direct experience of the particular
state as it is shown in ~'ij~7:{~1l'Pl of Mandiikya
Karika ( see the fourth standpoint of dream state
in chapter- II ) one has to discern that both the!:
states are faise appearances from the standpoint:
of the reaf nature of the Self.

In Brahma Sutra

-2/2/29 ( ~~~ ;:r ~s:lrfi{E{rz.) It IS sa ld tha t there
is difference between waking and dream and hence
they are not equal. It h(1s to be noted here that
this statement is not used to teach the transcendental reality of the Self, but to contradict or
negate or refute the Nihilists (-Shfinyaviidins )
and the Idealists ( Vijniinaviidins) who hold the
view that the perception may occur without the
real things, which are inside. To prove this, they
use the illustrations qf the dream.
To refute
their view-point this Sutra is made use of.
According to vedanta, if one accepts the consciousness of empirical state. then inevita bIy one has
to ·accept the existence of outer things and VIce
versa (see G. K.-4/67).
Thus by the above
Siitra, there IS no harm to the present subject
matter. So there is no Laukika i. e. waking state
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Hence, the self who IS

called as Taijasa meaning the substratum of the
dream,

IS

the only reality.

Cognislng this, one

will intuit that" As I am the witness of these two
-states, I myself am the Taijasa".
IS called as the knowledge

(~~).
After this,

one

Knowing of thIs
of Suddhalaukika

has to reflect wIth

rapt

attention towards the deep sleep state, whIch IS
called as L6k6ttara ( ~lctrt~~), when the appearance
of waking and dream

are falsified

then this

determination alone, the Self will remaIn as he IS
In deep sleep state.

So the Revered Swfimiji has

said here that "when Suddhalaukika gets falSIfied
then the Self remains as L6k6ttara because In deep
sleep there

1S

nothing

other

than

the

Self."

While the appearance and disappearance of the
previous states have not affected the true nature
of the Self then It IS equal to the "BeIng" of the
deep sleep.

In deep sleep state, the other two

states cancel their eXIstence.

Though

~his

IS the

thing, the absence of these two states has been
determined by intUItion.

From this standpoint

one should know that the name which IS kept as
'L6k6ttara' to deep sleep state is mere attributIon.
Strictly speaking it

Self alone.

IS

not a deep sleep but It is the

So, the L6k6ttara or deep sleep IS
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merely a name.

The Self who is called as Prajna

~

SthanI of Sushupti ), apart from him, there is
nothing.
ImaginIng anything other than the
Atman is as absurd as Imagining the sixth sense.
The meanIng of the word L6k6ttara denotes that
prInciple which is ever devoid of L6ka.
The

seed-form of the world and Vasanas

(latent Impressions) and the causal ignorance
(seed-form of ignorance) are imagined on the
Self from the standpoint of the false appearances
of wakIng and dream. So it is only an attributIon

from

the standpoint of superimposItion.

ThIs is said here as Samvritikam ( B"irV'~1J.. ).

Just

as the drfference between waking and dream and
the causatIon between the two are accepted from
the standpoInt of empirIcal VIew, but through the
k.cen observation of the direct experience of both
the states all the relatIonships between them have
been cancelled by the impartial scrutiny, so also
thIs seed-form etc., regarding the deep sleep IS
equally mere attributIons.
In this way, in Slzuddhalaukika there is a no

L[Jukika, In L5kotlara there is no Suddhalaukika,
and the notIon of L6k6ttara is only an attributIon.
By observing this gradual process, one
should dIssolve the present state In the previous
one and this is called here as the "Knowing of
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Laukika, Suddhalaukika and L6k6ttara" ("~~ :q
~~ i'~ ~OT fer~ ~·--G. K.-4/89).
Here
knowing the Laukika (waking), Suddhalaukika
( dream) and L6k6ttara (deep sleep) means
nothing else than to intuit the reality underlYIng
them all and thus to reduce them Into that RealIty
which IS known as 'the Fourth' ( Turiya). There
is no other way than this process of discrImInation.
All these are called as Sthiina

(~I;:r).

When

a particular state appears, inevItably it cancels the
very existence of the other two states.
Though
these are of thls nature, the Self who IS the substratum of these false appearances, is a constant
factor.

It is impossible to imagine the absence of

the Self and also impossible to either know the
or doubt

It.

So It IS proved that the Sthiinas like

Laukika etc., are mutually exclusive but they are
in their true nature of the Self which is Absolute
Consciousness.
This nature of the Self IS a
constant

one~

It being so, thIs Self is untainted

by the Sthanas which, are merely false appearances
conjured up by AVIdya. By determing thIs, the
Sthanitva ( ~~r~(E{ ) of the Atman also is automatically cancelled. because he is ever a non-dual one.
So also in the Self there is no Sthanihood.
In this way, when all the three sta tes or
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Schiinas have been falsIfied, the nature of the Self
remaIns as transcendental reality, Ttlriya, Non-dual one, birthless, fearless and ever deviod of
causation.

This truth is to be known by the

aspirant as

his

own true nature through the

preVIOUS teachings of A gama Prakarana etc.

At

the end of this discrimination he himself remains
as a non-dual Self.l

VII Steps to

initiation of the Self-knowledge

(~~W)~: ).

"Three types of knowa bles when

known

•

successively" (~~ ~ f5r~~ i~
fElf~ ~-G.
K. - 4/89 ) - by this it is said here that the three
st.ltes like Laukika ( ~~), Suddhalaukika (~
~fl?.fl ) and L6k6ttara ( ~~~() are to be known

or to be objectIfied by the aspirant. 2

By saying

"~i~ T.f ~:p~~m~. &f~ ~ ~~fq~

~e{ ~~ ~~~'l, a~l~~

t(:(:;:rtq

~? ril~~

~l~~

•

~~f;:(~~+n~;:{

~~1~~f{

q{+n~e-~ ~ ~

~~~

arer

~~ ~ ~~~

:an(+(~~q t"

( G. K. Bh.-4/89 ).
2

This karika elaborates the Advaita method of realising
thr Self ( Turiya ) which consists in the analysis and
co-ordination of the experience of the three states-.
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this, one would mistake that all these three states
are there really. To remove this misunderstanding, this s15ka-G. K.~4J90 is told, which is :
"~..i ~~~-q~

feri~!:{fS(10Rt: ,

a'Q1~~ f~~~;+r~ ~: II"
In this S16ka, it is said that
i) to be rejected ( ~fu ),
Ii) to be realised ( mt~
iii) to be accepted ( atTt~ ) &
lV) to be made ineffective ( Qlcl''lliM

),

).

These four types of Sadhanas are initiated
here to get the final consummation i. e. Parajnana
N ishtha ( tR:l~13T).

These are to practised in
the beginning as a means alone, but they are not
real. After getting established in the true nature
of the Self he will realise that the Self is the only
reality and everything else are the means alone.
i)

Here the three states meaning L6ukika,

Suddhal6ukika & L6k6ttara as they are caned as
Waking, Dream and Deep sleep respectively, are
to be rejected. The methodology of rejecting these
states is said here.

These three notions of the

states are conjured up on the Self through
ignorance just as snake etc., on the rope.
ing to Man. Bh.--7 :

Accord-
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"Cf.~ 9;;:(: iSl;:(i:S1~~~;:m:{T~ ~r.=rr;rt ~~~Ef[~

~q~ertt. ~qen~ ~~
~~qyfEr=oqsfq

i(R.[q

~fu

~~(RQ~~~tt.

7 i8'~.
at~~~ei

~~s:erl~m ~q\:f~f~E(CF.~~~qfl; ~e{Sf at~f+r
=T.fT~~ ~~€\q~ ~~~~${ f~

-The signIficance of this sentence

IS

that

whenever a particular state appears on the Self it
cancels the eXIstence of other two inevitably.

So

these are false appearances just as the serpent
etc., on the rope.

But one should realise that the

nature of consciousness which is one's own Being
is-a constant factor of these appearances.

So one

should discern that the Self is the only reality and
the states are false appearances.
This is the
process of rejecting the states.

This

IS

the first of

the above four points.
Here also the word is used as successively
( . ) , known.

Strictly speaking there is no

emphasis on the process of successive knowing
meaning first, one has to take waking state, it
should be merged in the dream state, and that
should be merged in deep sleep etc.
But this
discipline is not intended to be stressed here,
because when a brilliant student ·starts to determine the nature of any particular state and if he
Qbserves (a) that the whole state is pervaded by
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the nature of consciousness ; (b) the whole phenomenon of the state has been illutnined by the
nature of consciousness; and at last (c) the state
has no independent

existence apart from the

nature consciousness just as cinema pictures not
having any independent existence apart from arc
lamp, then by this minute observation the aspirant
can falSIfy the statehood and realise that the Self
is ever devoid of these states and hence he is
Tur"iya.

For example, the Vaishvanara-the real

nature of the Self when appears as if it is conditioned or circumscribed by the waking state, one
can observe

that the

whole

waking state

IS

pervaded and illumined by the Self whose nature is
pure consciousness and that there is no independent existence to this waking apart from the consciousness and so it is a false appearance and the
Self is the only reality.

In this way when the

waking state itself has been falsified where are the
ideas of regarding dream or deep sleep ?
Initially the complainant of the three states is
lodged by this waking ego.

The

waking ego

assumes that this is the true waking state and
apart from this there are two other states such as
dream and deep sleep.
the dream ego also.

The same is the case with

So, where there is a 'Me-

-notion" it holds that particular state is the true
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waking and apart from that there are two other
sta tes.

When the waking state is falsified, then

So
one can determine that Vaishvanara himself is
Turiya. So for him there will be no other state
to discriminate. Only by this practice also one
will stay in the true nature of Turiya.
Hence
there is no stress or emphasis on the successivediscipline or successive thinking. Though this is
true for the brilliant student, for others who have
no such brilliancy and fall under middle order or
lower order in their capacity, for them the Shruti.
kindly initiates the way of succEssive thinkIng
regarding the Avasthas, sublating the latter state
( avastha ) in the former such as wakIng in dream
and dream in deep sleep.
Hence the word
Kramena ( ~1Jl ) should be known as it is taught
in general.
ji) ]neya (i~) means the four types of
assumptions-that it exists, does not exist, both
existence and non-existence and totally non-existent
i. e. void. One should discern that the transcendental reality which is the real nature of the Self and
which is called as Turiya, is beyond all the above
said assumptions. ThIS is in tended here by the
word }neya as in ~hvetashvatara it is said ~ijf!: ~"'(ii{
fiI~ an~~~ ( 1/2 ).
there will be no question of other two states.
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To be acquired i. e. Jipya (en~~) are
three-Piinditya (qlfoi5~~), Biilya (~(?l) and
iii)

Mauna(~Wi).

The mendicant who have renounced the three types of desires (~~qUTT, «i);flqUTT,
fer~qu{r) should acquire

the above said three
qualities VIZ, Panditya etc.
"Therefore the
Brahmin having completed Pandltya has to stay
on the strength of Balya, accquiring these two, he
will become Muni" ( Brh a-3/5/1). Here Pandi-

tya nleans getting the Atmapratya ( an~~) i. e.
Atma Vijnana through the teachings of Shastra
and Guru. The word Boiya has got two meanings
- (i) according to Brhadaranyaka:
on the
strength of Atmapratyaya one should falsify the
whole appearance of Anatman. the not-self and
(ii) according to Sutra Bh a shya-3/4/50: he
should be free from pride, conceit etc., like a child
and so this word denotes that he should not
display his knowledge and other virtues unnecessarily. And the· word Mauna denotes the effortless
awareness rega rding the real nature of the Self
which is called as Atmachintana Nisthaa. These
three should be acquired by a S2dhaka.
This is

Apya.
Piikya meaning "made
ineffective". For eg., when the grains like rice
etc., are boiled and used, they become Ineffective to
iv}

The fourth is
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render resistance for digestion.

So also the habits

of Antahkarana ~uch a$ blemishes i. e attraction
( Raga ), RepulsIon ( Dvesha ), Delusion (M6ha ),
etc., which are called passions (Kashaya)- all
these are to be made ineffective relying on Pratipakshabhavan a ( SIfu~er.:rr) meaning subdueing
these Kashayas ( 6fi~T~ ) through the contradictory
( OPPOSIng) thoughts like Valragya etc., in his mind.
This Sadhana should be observed by a mendicant
or Sadhaka.
So these four (i) to the rejected ( avasthas ) ;
(ii) to be known that the transcendental reality is
beyond

all

concepts such

as 'existence'

etc.,

(~g~ EJ~ ~m~ffi:e{I{); (iii) to be achieved
Panditya, Balya etc. ) and (iv) to be n1ade ineffectIve ~as described above-these four should be
observed at first by a Sadhaka. This is hinted by
the word Agrashanataha (81i{qyure:), but one
should not misunderstand that all these are real
things, because except Vijneya

(fem'"'~)

i. e., the

true nature of the Self i. e., the non-dual unbor: n ,
fearless Turiya Atman, all the above said things are
only the means to realise the non-duality.
This
is said in this karika by the word Upalambhaha
( '3q'(?;l=1l:).

The reality is the Brahman alone.
AUM TAT SAT

"~~~(+JTS~ ~mlffi: ~e{Sf~~: I

snisftr:q ~~ewi ~~~~ffi~: II
etfuCflT~~~~~ ;q~.rm:n~ ~fWI:

,

~~~fem5l~snfl Q~ ~~): II"

[Brhadaranyaka Viirtika-4/3j 1907, 1908J

"Just as thIS Atman is held to be possessed of
an imperishable, self-luminous vision (consciousness ) durIng dream and waking, so is he in the
Priijna state of sleep.

And just as this Atman,

on account of its imp.erisha ble, eternal, changeJess
vision, transcends all motives and factors of action
in sound sleep, so does he in dream and waking
too."
the

That is to say, Atman is, by nature, ever
same Pure Consciousness in all the three

states of waking, dream and deep sleep."

_ _ _ _ _ _J

